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NATIONAL COMMITTEES FOR UNIDO 

In the course of the regional and international symposia on 

industrialization held in recent years,  close contacts were establised 

between the representatives of public and private institutions whose 

activities give them an interest in the programme of work of UNIDO. 

These contacts were further strengthened by the establishment of 

the Industrial Promotion Service during the International Symposium on 

Industrial Development which was held in Athens,   Greece, from 29 November 

to 19 December I967.    Delegates  to the Symposium recognized the advisability 

of setting up,  at the national level,  a permanent machinery which would 

enable the various public and private bodies concerned with industrial 

development and desiring to co-operate with UNIDO,   to meet,   to co-ordinate 

their activities and to advise governments on questions concerning UNIDO. 

The International Symposium on Industrial Development adopted 

unanimously the following recommendation concerning the establishment 

of National Committees for UNIDO: 

"It is recommended that Member Stafes consider the 

establishment of National Committees for UNIDO,  composed 

of representatives of government departments and agencies 

as well as representatives of academic and research 

institutions and public and private industrial and 

business establishments concerned with industrialization. 

The National Committees would serve in and advisory 

capacity to the governments and to the member institutions 

in regard to all questions related to the activities of 

UNIDO.    Member States might assign the functions of 

National Committees to already existing organizations 

in their countries with any additional mandate as may 

be appropriate to enable them to perform their functions 

in an adequate manner". 
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As of September 1973 forty one countries,  following the recommendation 

of the Symposium,   nad established National  Committees for UNIDO.     T^ese 

are.    Bulgaria,  Burundi,  Central African Republic,   Chile,   Cuba,   Czechoslovakia, 

Dominican Republic,   Ecuador,  Egypt  (Arab    Republic of),   Finland,   Ghana, 

Honduras,  Hungary,   India, Korea (Republic of),  Kuwait,   Laos,   Lesotho, 

Madagascar,   Malaysia,  Marocco,  Netherlands,  Nicaragua,  Norway,   Pakistan, 

Philippines,   Poland,  Rwanda,   Singapore,  Somalia,   Sudan,   Syrian Arab    Republic, 

Tanzania (United Republic of),   Thailand,   Togo,   Tunisia,   Upper Volta,  Uruguay, 

USSR,   Vietnam (Republic of)  and Yugoslavia. 

In most caaes,   the existing National Committees for JNIDO are chaired 

by the Minister of  Indus icy or of  the governmental department in charge of 

industrialization or by the Minister of Foreign affairs  of the countries 

concerned;   in some cases they are chaired by a top official of one of the 

governmental departments referred to above. 

The areas in which National Committees for UNIDO could support the 

efforts of governments in questions relating to industrial development 

and UNIDO are  the following: 

1. Advising their respective Governments on all questions relating to 

industrial development and,   in particular,   participating in the promotion, 

study and submission of technical  assistance projects; 

2. Co-operating with the professional institutions in their respective 

countries,   depending on the case,   such as chambers of commerce and industry, 

economic groupings,   trade unions,   etc.,  in order to interest them in the 

activities of UNIDO and induce them to support the promotional activities 

and projects  of UNIDO in their reapective spheres  of interest; 

3. Contributing towards making UNIDO more widely known in academic 

institutions and research institutes and centres,   as well as in institutions 

and organizations concerned with industrial development; 

4. Keeping abreast of the activities and projects undertaken by UNIDO, 

particularly in the following areas: industrial information and promotion, 

economic studies, manpower training programmes,  and the future programme of 

UNIDO to assist developing countries in setting up specialized repair shops 

and maintenance centres for industrial and agricultural equipment; 
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5. Co-operating with  the United Nations  Information Centres in their 

respective countries in order to ensure a wide distribution of information 

on the activities of UNIDO and  of  the National Committees; 

6. Contributing towards  the drafting of proposals which governments 

could submit regarding the preparation of the international development 

strategy for the Second Development Decade; 

7. Drawing the attention of Governments to the importance of their 

participation in the Pledging Conference for voluntary contributions 

to UNIDO which takes place each year during the regular session of the 

United Nations General Assembly and constitutes a valuable instrument 

for providing additional financing for the operational activities of UNIDO; 

8. Making suggestions on the part that UNIDO could take in the programmes 
of research institutes; 

9. Making suggestions on assistance that UNIDO could render in order 

to reactivate certain industries which are stagnating at the present time. 

Within the framework of its relations with the National Committees 

for UNIDO,   the Secretariat of UNIDO keeps them informed of the currant 

activities of the UNIDO,  and in particular,  of training programmes in 

the field of industry and of all the technical meetings organized   by 

UNIDO such as symposia,  workshops,   expert group meetings,   seminars,  etc. 

Arrangements are also made to inform the National Committees of technical 

assistance missions sent by UNIDO to their respective countries.    The 

Committees also receive information about UNIDO technical assistance projects 
in their respective countries. 

The creation by Member States of National Committees for UNIDO has 

added another dimension to the work of UNIDO at the level of the countries. 

By bringing together the officials of the governments,  representatives of 

different institutions and organizations concerned with industrial development 

in a particular country,  the National Committees have provided a focal point 

for co-ordination of the work of UNIDO at the level of the countries.    The 

Committees facilitate the flow of information about UNIDO,   to the relevant 

institutions and organizations in the respective countries.    They are also 

instrumental upon request,  in providing to the interested organizations in 

the particular countries data obtained from UNIDO on technological processes 

and experiences of other countries in the establishment of their manufacturing 

enterprises.    The National Committees are also potential sources of information 

on the specific needs of the countries in industrial development. 
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Know-How and its Transfer — Do We Know How? 
By J. C. Ramaer* 

Prom:     INDUSTRIAL DTNli Vol   II 

Know-how 

The article in the first issue of Industrial Research News 
(vol. I, No. I), 'The Hole of Industrial Patents in the 
Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries", pro- 
vokes thinking in the whole field of know-how, and espe- 
cially on its transfer between enterprises. Patenti are a key 
element in know how, hut just as a key has no meaning 
without a lock patented kr.v -how often has no meaning 
without its complement o1 non-;-. aiented know-how. That 
non-palented know-how consists ot a countless number of 
details on how to run organizations and machines; how to 
handle maten::!-., and how to sell, finance and administer. 
The majority ot all the-.-, deuils in themselves med not be 
original, hit knowing t'ne.n all is .ssciiti.il to a successful 
industry. 

A short description may clarify this point. 
Research and development continually leads to new 

know-how on materials, parts, processes and products. 
Even if materials, products and processes are already well 
known, laboratories will continually have to conduct tests 
in order to check quality. That information in itself con- 
stitutes a body of know-how on ihe state of quality. A 
similar point can be made m gennai on up to-date informa- 
tion, and efficiency, cost and personnel policy 

As far as products are concernei1, drawings and paits 
lists seeing out in detail the construction of the product:, 
are an essential element. Standardisation v.eeb •-.«cell';, 
chemical and physical properties 01 materials, paus ami 
products, as 'veil as tolerances setting limits for variations 
in these properties. 

Impie emens leading to modifications cause continue-il:; 
change in know-how on ¡n.isl prodiicts-especia'ly those 
that are atfecied by rapid technical change. 

Similar points can be made on manufacturing processes: 
market, technical and cost estimati' : tire necessary to make 
proper production planning possible. Later, in the plan 
execution -tage, continuous checks have to be made so that 
plans can U' changed in time and future plans drawn up. 

Facto'y design and layout, technical details on machin- 
ery, tools, maintenance, lighting and ventilation of build- 
ings in accordance with requirements set by efficiency and 
safety regulations are essential elements of manufacturing 
know-how. Working instructions are necessary for cotrcct 
storage, assembly and inspection of parts and products. As 
a result of improvements in working methods, such instruc- 
tions are cont;nuaIly altered, even in cases where the prod- 
uct design remains the same. 

* Dr. Ramaer is an economist in the financial department of 
the Philips Company in Holland, a member of iiia Dutch 
National Advisory Committee on Developing Countries and 
a member of his country's delegation to the United Nations 
symposia on industrialization. 

In order to man, finance and administer the industry, 
to buy what it needs, and to sell what it makes, bodies of 
know-how will have to exist. Once they are in the hands of 
buyers, many industrial products will tequire service, an 
activity that may involve more people than production of 
the artici" proper (e.g., in the case ot many durable con- 
sumer goods, professional equipment etc.). Again, part of 
this know-how w;ll be included in manuals and sheets, and 
part of it will be stored in the hand, and brains of people 
who have acquired it over the years. 

I his brief summary ot industria! know-how mav already 
demonstrate how many-sided that clem nt of an industry is. 

Industrial development moans finding an answer to the 
problem of how to transfer know-how successfully from 
or" enterprise to another. Here we touch upon a field that 
is very old, but in which many mistakes are still being 
made. There lore it seem* a¡.¡n opriate lo ma e ihe question: 
What ire the conditions for a successful transfer of know- 
hov, " 

Concilions for transfer 

A tirsi condition is that pi opti' and relevant manuals are 
produce J Ibis means that the enterprise supplying the 
kn. <A'-hov- should have technicians and other staff members 
who not only posse, a thorough knowledge of the process 
invob.eu. but who also master tt.v art of preparing good 
manuals ; he fact that manuals for relatively simple con- 
sumer goods are sometimes very poor shows that writing 
.'lear, comprehensive manuals really is an art. Of course the 
authors of the manuals should also have p'oper insight into 
the level el competence of the technicians of the enterprise 
at the receiving vai J. If the differences in le-el and back- 
ground are great, special problems present themselves. 
Thus, a simplification o( >t\xt and drawings may be neces- 
sary, as a way of adapting techniques to conditions in a 
developing country. 

A second condition is that written know-how be supple- 
mented by having people go to the party absorbing the 
knowledge to provide on-the-spot g• .¡dance. A certain 
amount oí learning on the job will inevitably have to take 
place. There are always details that can be demonstrated 
mote clearly by persons already experienced in a particular 
process. Anyone who has learned a trade during his life— 
e.g., carpentry-will readily understand this. 

hinterprists concerned with transmitting know-how to 
other firms will therefore require a special staff lor this 
purpose. This stall should not merely "know its business", 
but also know how to find out what know-how is valuable 
to the receiving party and how to pass it on. Successful 
execution in this respect is also an art. 

Thirdly, the transfer of know-how from one industry to 
another takes time for the simple reason that it involves 
so many details, and donor and recipient technicians must 



develop mutual trust. The failure of many contacts of 
short duration is due to insufficient time to complete tne 
job of transfer of know-how. In other words, continuity is 
missing. This is particularly true if the transid of know- 
how involves a complete process that is quite new to the 
receiving firm. If the receiving party lacks only a few details 
of know-how and already has considerable experience, 
absorption may take less time. 

Fourthly, the men sent out to transfer (he know-how 
know themselves that techniques cannot always be copied 
exactly, particularly when the transfer takes place in coun- 
tries with a different climate and different raw materials. 
Often the experienced man will have to co-operate with 
his apprentices to work out solutions or "gimmicks" in 
addition to those he has brought along. If such "gimmicks" 
lead to changes in machinery and similar radical measures, 
we n>ay speak of "adaptation of techniques". There is 
always some degree of adaptation taking place, owing to 
differences in raw materials, degrees of moisture and tem- 
perature. The entire process involves technical co-opera- 
tion, not just technical assistance, as well as expense and 
time. Properly prepared manuals are vital in preventing 
such waste. 

Because technical change and technical adaptation is 
going on all the time, owing to inventions (source of new 
patents), new designs and new products, the liansfer of 
know-how will continue. This is another reason why con- 
tinuity is a condition for success. The receiving firm then 
in fact buys a subscription lo new know-how here a bu\ 
or make" problem presents itself for the subscribing enter- 
prise. Owing to the rising cost of research and development 
"know-how autarky" becomes unbearable and spedali/.,!. 
tion is on the increase. This is one of the reasons whv the 
flow of know-how betvecn interprises withm ¡nih,sii,.di/ed 
countries is also on the increase. 

Fifthly, something that could be called an ' integrated" 
provision of know-how is essential It is often pointless I. 
send out a man who is a capable technical specialist, but 
who has no eye for the indirect changes inevitably brought 
about by the transfer of new techniques The introduction 
of a new process or product will have consequences in the 
field of personnel policy, or organizat n management and 
structure; or cause wage system revisions and consequence* 
in sales and servicing. All this must be taken into account. 
The provision of pure technical know-how will have to be 
accompanied by the provision of know-how in all fields 
that will be indirectly aiïecled. Here we touch upon an uon 
law: real life cannot be divided into neatly «eparated com- 
partments. 

In summary, we can »ay that Ute trani/er of patented 
and non-patented know-how from one enterprise to another 
can only take place successfully if it involves (a) properly 
prepared manuals; (A) learning on the job, and the right 
staff to undertake both of these job*; (c) continuity; id) 
technical co-operation; and (?) an integrated provi«.« of 
technical know-how with know-how in other fields in- 
directly affected by the technical change 

On paper it appears timpie to mention ive conditions 
for success. Unfortunately. Ü is considerably mora difficult 
to deal with real life complications that develop when 
people have to learn and co-operate1 

Similarly, it is easier to talk and write on the transfer of 

knvw-hi.w in e.-n,u¡ u-inis u   » ,: ,, !,., IWl, enterprises 
to cunte to ,n, agi e. mem in a tonerete cast 

Know-how, hem« ,ii, expensive mm in iLsell, is also 
expensive t.> timoni lie..ans,- a proper transfer requires 
h.rhiy . .nable Mat! \ potential huui of know-how will 
often consider the cost ver* h^h On balance, this transfer 
is als., a delirate matter lor the supplying enterprise, be- 
cause its success 01 i.ol,m has a hearing on the name of 
that company A su. cessini -ranker then becomes vital to 
maintaining good«,ill »uh other enterpuses; consequently 
'he potential supplì, r »ill ,„. vilain guarantees. Thus 
the two parties will „iteri drente  .. make an agreement. 

It seems appi .pn,,te to speedy the items that have to be 
included in liceim ..t technical assistance agreements. 
Agreement«: tthut I» inrtsidrr? 

The Japanese  National ( ommittee of the International 
Chamber of Commerce hss drawn up a list that deserves 
careful ait, ndon   f he list includes the following items: 

(a)   Name of licenser and licensee; 
(hi  iJisuiption i.i  licence   whether it is a patent or 

know-h<.w 01 combination of both, and   whether it 
ruliaf.., ,4   the patent» and know-he   • that the 

licenser cxpe.ts to posses» in the future; 
'< )   Area where licence is granted; 
<J\   Whether n is an exclusive licence prohibiting sti- 

liti nee 
te)   Method of payment of royalties: lump payment tw 

pas ment in instalments c payment in proportions 
tosale« or production, 

(I) Whethei minimum guaranteed royalties are if 
quired; 

lei I>ispatehing of technical instructors and shar* of 
expenses of dispatching; 

t'n Foreign exchange rate to be applied to royalti pay- 
ment, 

in Share .,! payment of taxes levied in connexion with 
»prcemenl, 

(/) licensee's obligations concerning qualify control, 
maintenance of price and promotion of wie», 

ik) Csr of licenser's trade mark on the products of 
licensee, 

(/) Supply of materials and production equipment by 
the licenser; 

On» Obligation of licensee to inform licenser of all 
patents and know-how developed bv li., nsee; 

in) 1 icensee's obligation to report on production, pro- 
duction plans, sales plans and other matters ; espe- 
cially, obligation to report on sale» r-ude through 
sales agencies; 

<o) Licenser's right to inspect plant faciln ,*& of licensee; 
(p) Licensee's obligation to maintain secrecy of know- 

how during the period of the licerne and for a spe- 
cific period after its expiration; 

(<?) Measures to be taken in the event of the other 
party's suspending business, chunftng management 
or transferring business to a third party; 

(r) Obligation of licenser to assure «be effectiveness of 
pascal and know-how; 

(*)  Period of agreements; 
(f) Payment of damages and compensation in case of 

violation of terms of the agreement. 

At the time of concluding the h.;cnce agreement, there 
are cases in which agreements are m$4t for the selling price 
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Transfer of "know-how" in actios. 
Technician being trained in me of 
electronic measurement apparatus. 

of products, the designation of areas in which the products 
are to be sold, the control of production, compulsory pur- 
chases of designated materials and other matters. In such 
cases, care should be taken that such agreements do not 
violate the anti-monopoly regulations of the countries con- 
cerned".1 

A proper agreement protects parties against misunder- 
standings and the resulting waste and frustration. 

Role of international organizations in the transfer of 
know-how 

In conclusion, mention should be made of the fact that the 
United International Bureau for the Protection of Intellec- 
tual Property (BIRPI) and the United Nations are studying 
legal problems connected with know-how. BIRPI special- 
ists have worked out a "Model Law for Developing Coun- 
tries on Inventions", which has been studied by a "Model 

Law Committee". The Committee was composed of repre- 
sentatives of twenty-twó developing countries and obser- 
vers from the United Nations and other international organ- 
iza! ions. The Committee took the viewpoint of the "average 
de- eloping country" and concluded that the draft respects 
th•: special needs of the developing countries and represents 
a useful model for legislation. 

In comparison to the transfer of capital, the transfer of 
know-how seems to have received relatively little attention 
in private, governmental and international circles alike, yet 
the international transfer of know-how is as important as 
that of capital. Hopefully, this gap will soon be closed. 

See "Promotion of Joint International Business Ventures in 
Asia and the Far East", report bv the Japanese National Com- 
mittee of the I.C.C., document No. 520/75,4 March 1964 v 1 
pp. 11-12. '   '   ' 
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DEMONSTRATION PLANTS 

Purpose and Definition of Demonstration Plants 

At the request of the Governments of developing countries, UNIDO 

can undertake through the Special Fund Component of the United Nations 

Development Programme and with the approval of the Governing Council of 

the UNDP to supply, construct, commission and assist in the operation 

of industrial scale processing plants. As the term »demonstration plant- 

would indicate, the purpose of this form of technical assistance is to 

achieve some or all of the following objectives: 

- Development of the use and upgrading of locally available raw 

materials. 

- Seeding and subsequent development of domestic markets for products 

made in such a plant. 

- Demonstration of the feasibility and development method of a 

particular sector of industrial activity. 

- Development of know-how and skills in the country receiving 

assistance and, in particular, training of staff and operators in factory 

management, operation and maintenance. 

- Stimulation of the development of local ancillary and service 

industries. 

- In short, the purpose of a demonstration plant is to act as a 

catalyst and to stimulate in practical terms the development of a sector 

of the manufacturing industry in the developing countries. This concept 

does not normally include setting up of extensions to industrial 

manufacturing operations which already exist in the country nor setting 

up of "pilot plants» conceived in the engineering sense, where the 

purpose is to bridge the gap between laboratory and large industrial scale 

operations and to provide design data for plant design purposes. 

Scope of Assistance 

This form of technical assistance whioh' can be proviéed *y «UDO 

can cover any sector of the manufacturing industry, providing th« 
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technical and economic feasibility of the development of this sector 

has been satisfactorily demonstrated.     For example,   current UNIDO 

projects include supply,   construction and operation of demonstration 

plants for the production of phosphatic and compound fertilizers, 

sulphuric acid,   bromine recovery from spent bitterns,   and production 

and formulation of pesticides.    Because of UNDP policy and financial 

considerations,  however,   the amount of investment by the UNDP and 

therefore  the size of the demonstration plants are  limited. 

In the case of the above mentioned examples of demonstration plants 

the maximum  total investment,   including provision of working capital 

and cost of plant operation for a limited period,   is  of the order of 

US$2-3 million,   including both the UNDP and Government contributions. 

It is clear therefore that this programme of setting up 

demonstration plants contemplates only relatively simple industrial 

operations  and precludes  setting up large scale industrial complexes. 

Method of Execution 

This  type of project is usually developed after an initial 

feasibility study which has proved the desirability of UNIDO setting up 

a demonstration plant.     The project is  implemented over a period of 

years and is financed through the Special Fund component of the 

United Nations Development Programme,   subject to the administrative and 

financial  policies governing this programme.    In general,   the UNDP 

Special Fund allocation for this type of project includes the supply 

of some or all of the following items,   as required: 

- Design,   procurement,   supply,  erection,  and commissioning of the 

plant and ancillary equipment.    This part of the project supply is 

normally provided by a sub-contract with one or more engineering 

contracting companies. 
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- Export services,   including staff for project management,   supervision 

of plant construction and start-up,   plant operation,   product quality 
control. 

- Miscellaneous advisory and engineering services such as civil 

engineering design,  assistance in market development and marketing of 
the products  of the plant. 

- Training of local  plant management,   operating and maintenance 
staff. 

- Provision of miscellaneous supplies such as equipment spares, 

first filling of catalysts and consumable materials for plant operation, 

maintenance tools and equipment,  vehicles,   laboratory equipment for 
product quality control  or process development. 

The Government receiving assistance is expected however to provide 

a counterpart contribution according to the terms governing the Special 

Fund component oí UNDP.     Such contribution usually includes the supply 
of some or all   of the following: 

- Provision of land for the plant. 

- Supply and construction of buildings or of building materials. 

- Provision of professional and other staff,  and skilled and 

.unskilled labour for plant construction,   operation and maintenance. 

- Miscellaneous locally available equipment and supplies. 

- Local handling and transport of imported equipment and 
supplies. 

- Insurance of plant and equipment,   and plant construction and 
operati g personnel. 

- Provision of the working capital and supply of raw materials, 

utilities 3uch as water,  electricity   and fuel,  consumable 

materials,  etc. for plant operation. 

- Provision of housing for expatriate project staff. 
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Maintenance and  Repair in Devel jpi.rig Countries 

Introduci i or. 

I'evelopir-; countries  are giving increasing «.V en ti on to  the  fostering 

of  economic and industria!   -rowth.     Acquiring capital  ecruipme-r, is   one 

of  the very important  pr< - requisì-.es  for incuctria]   ievoiourr.ent;  what is 

more  important,   however,   is  the? .«ai"e,.wa-di*5g ano   efi'.-... Vc-.t use of such 

equipment.     Poor utili a «-.ti on of carnal  eouioment,   resulting in  iow  output 

and  shorter life,   is  a vaste of coital,   one of   the  soarce^t resources in 

developing countries,   ana  i.; a very   ¿reaf hindrance   te  wow,',. 

While man;/ reasons   lead   ;o  poor utilization  of  capital   equi prent, 

inadequate maintenance  and repair are c.-ertauily ajicngsi  the ->OF', important 

ones.     Economic development is not a¡¡ easy process  and develo úng countries 

have  to overcome many difficulties   .-. •.-  oidor  *o attain a  reasonable rate of 

growth.     It is imperative  thai, developing   -ountries  should v.ot  ì .-.rden 

themselves with greater oiff- /J.t.ma  and hi -her coi-.ts  th?r. necessary,   by 

neglecting their capital   equipment  ana  not p?ymg due attention to  its 

maintenance and repair.     The :n-r-arang fir,,,nciai   limitations un    lie  purchase 

of  equipment,  material   and repair reauiveme/.ts   rjaulting from  the  increasing 

indebtedness of most developing countries makes  the safeguarding oí   capital 

and securing the optimum  ìnd-.btri al   output of  crucial  impertan :<:. 

Unfortunately,   however,   i »mus trial  -urveys  in de v el oping o< ont ries 3 how 

that  maintenance and  rerair are generally flatly reelected.     Almost  all 

attention and efforts are directed   towards new investment and new factories 

and  very little is directed  towards  getting the -lost from the safeguarding 

of  investment-5 already made.     It  12  recognized  that  relatively email  attention 

and  inputs  directed  towards maintenance and repair of  existing equipment would 

lead  to considerable  gains both in  th.;  short and  long run and is  certainly 

one  of  the most effective ways of stimulating industrial development. 

Requirements and implications of maintenance and  repair 

The objectives  of maintenance  and repair are: 

a) To avoid to the greatest possible extent emergency stops and 

accidents; 

b) To secure at  all  times  the maximum efficiency  of  production equipment 

and the required quality of  industrial  products; 
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c) To  prolong the  life  of capital  equipment; 

d) To  increase  to   the maximum the  ava! lability of capital   equipment 

for prod actionj 

e) The aoove objectives should  :>3 attained with  the  lowest  possible 

cost.     An efficient maintenance  and  repair should  lead  to a. low«r 

overall  production cost. 

Maintenance and repeir are a long-term  operation which  entails many 

inter-related aspects,   activi ii-iG and techniques.     The economic  and 

organizationa!   aspects  of maintenance are  as   important,,   if  not more,   than 

the technical  aspects.     It  is  a bag mistake   to  think of maintenance only 

in terms   of  repair operations  at the floor  level ; maintenance is much more 

than this.     The system is  still prevai" < r.g in many enterprises  of waiting 

until a machine  breaks do«,  to then try to  repair it as efficiently and   ' 
quickly HS  possible.     TViïq   •• ^aric   »-,-, -, ,„--.,,. -;,  >. v   -fiuit.     .m.,   iCads   to a very  i!.i:;.;quate and costly m.iintenace, 

a very ha.rn  consa-nptior  of npar, parts and une,:p»otea stoppala wan upset 

delivery programes.     tfegleeting oth.r aspect  of maintenance,  mainly the 

economic  and  organization..   :,ni managerial  aspects  leads  to  the wrong type 

of maintenance bean; carried  out,   and to a very low level  of  performance. 

As a matter  of fact,   it  is  recognized,   that  a proper organization  of 

maintenance would solve many of the maintenance prooiems in developing 

countries without the need for additional  repair facilities  and skill.    A 

typical  example  is  the  crucial problem of  spare parts .,ad the  lack  of 

sufficient foreign currency  to import  the  required .pares.     Reducing apare 

parts consumption by organizing maintenance would go a long way towards 

solving this  problem without need for extra hard currency. 

*ere  are mar-y maintenance approaches  and techniques adopted fox- solving 

maintenance probiens.    Each  of these serve a particular purpose and any 

complete maintenance plan should entail all   these techniques,   but to 

different degrees according to local conditions. 

The most important  technique is maintenance prevention.     The idea is 

not to spend  effort and resources on any activity if it can be avoided. 

Such approach is more important for developing countries where capital and 

skill are  scarce.    Maintenance prevention means  trying to eliminate as 

much maintenance and repair work as possible.     This  takes plac,  in two stages. 

The first  is when equipment  is  ordered and  specifications are made.    Any 

effort directed towards  the  securing of a design suitable for  local  conditions 

and guaranteeing a supply of adequate maintenance and technical  information 

is worthwhile.     The second state of maintenance prevention starts  when the 

equipment is actually in operation.    Failures should be studied carefully 

in order  to  eliminate them as much as possible.     This could  be attained through 
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change of design,   of material or of working conditions.    The latter may 

necessitate training of maintenance personnel or production personnel or both. 

Not all maintenance and repair work can be avoided through maintenance 

prevention.    However,   the maintenance and repair work  to be carried  out must 

be carefully planned,   otherwise,   maintenance can never be performed efficiently 

and economically.     In most developing countries,   there is very little hope 

of overcoming maintenance and repair difficulties unless planning is  given 

ample consideration. 

Maintenance planning includes many activities in addition to the routine 

maintenance operations,  such as  preventive maintenance,   corrective maintenance, 

predictive maintenance and others,   all of which should be carefuDy considered 

in the process of planning and programming maintenance activities. 

To assist the developing countries in their efforts to improve local 

maintenance and repair facilities UNIDO has launched a campaign by offering 

a number of different types of technical assistance services including field 

projects.    By organizing meetings of experts,   symposia and working groups, 

UNIDO intends to disseminate the knowledge in the field of maintenance and 

repair and impress its importance upon the responsible people in the 

developing countries. 

A number of studies on different aspects  of maintenance and repair have 

been prepared with the assistance of the UNIDO secretariat for distribution 

and use in the developing countries.    In the field,   UNIDO provides  expert 

advice and implements projects  of different types  through its Special 

Industrial Services programme,   thus satisfying the urgent requests for 

technical assistance,  while the  larger projects are usually financed from 

country programmes or from Voluntary Contribution Funds and deal with the 

establishments of services and workshops when local conditions call for them. 

A number of mobile workshops have been delivered to a number of developing 

countries to serve the needs of more remote areas and specific types of 

equipment. 

Currently there are more than twenty-five projects under implementation 

and an equal number of projects is being negotiated with the respective 

governments. 
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I   
I INTERNATIONAL SUBCONTRACTING PROGRAMME 

i Basic Features 

As a means of accelerating the transfer of technology from 

developed to developing countries,  the programme of International 

Subcontracting is organized by UNIDO to promote production 

arrangements between firms in the developed and developing 

• countries.    These arrangements can be defined as a contractual 

; agreement between a company from a developed country, (the 

j contractor),  and a company from a developing country, (the 

1 subcontractor), whereby the contractor orders products or 

components from the subcontractor, who manufactures or transforms 

I them according to the design and specifications of the buyer. 

; Although  it  is a familiar feature of the business relations 

between industrialized countries,   international  subcontracting 

v* activities are still a novelty and an unexplored field for most 

j industries in developing countries.» However,   it  is obvious that 

Î the fact  that  several developing countries at present dispose of 

I a surplus of relatively inexpensive and yet sufficiently skilled 

labour force and have a considerable amount of excess capacity 

in their industrial network will result  in a determining factor 

for the development  of such internationa?   arrangements. 

Added to that an increasing number of firms  in industrialized 

countries are interested in obtaining supplies of components from 

abroad,  particularly in order to be able to maintain their compétitive 

position and fill up growing volumes of orders without further strain 

on the domestic economy and with considerable economies in production 

costs. 
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Functions of the Programme 

UNIDO,  being aware of this upward trend,   plays an intermediate 

role and is trying to  identify subcontracting offers   from developeü 

co'intry firms ana propose suitable  partiera from developing 

countries.    For that  purpose an  International  Subcontracting 

Programme has been established to act  as an  intermediary between 

firms with the following functions: 

(1)  to identify,   in the  industrialize! countries, manufacturing 

processes which couid be  subcontracted   \n developing 

count rie;-, ; 

i/")   to  ideate  firr-.í   in developed c&iuitri?;'   wn;,, h  ar-î 

intí're^te.'i  \~i .mbcjr.tro.ct ing p--rt o!   ir. evr t/.--.>uuction 

io cievf.lo^ii;.-  oo'.rntri es; 

(3)  to locato firms  ir developing  "ountries--.  which are able 

to participate in such arrangementF, ana  act  as cub- 

contractors ; 

•,4) provide basic information and  contacta  to potential 

partners so  an tc  prepare  the grounds  for the negotiations 

of the contract. 

In p    neiple,  thv  Programme   is  glared   to  operate on  existing: 

unutilised manufacturing capacity  of potential   subcontractors. 

In order to  carry out  these  function-;  in an expedient  manner, 

UN IDC has established   a network of conto, jt  points with the 

business communities  of the following count ri-is : 

Argentina 
Flrazil 
Cameroon 
Chile 
CoiomDia 
Cyprus 
Ghana 
Greece 
Guatemala 
dot\~ Kong 

inaia 
Iran 
Korea (Republic of) 
Ivory Coast 
Lebanon 
Malaysia 
Malta 
Mauritius 
Morocco 
Pakistan 

Poru 
Philippines 
Senegal 
Singapore 
Thailand 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Uruguay 

Hü 



Practical  Implementation 

The procedure to  ce  followed when  entering into an inter- 

national  subcontracting arrangement  has  been kept  to  the strict 

minimum of administrative burden to  the business community and 

is being guided by the  fundamental  necessity of prompt  and 

expedient action.     It   is  carried out   in  such a way that  the 

firm  interested in an  international  subcontracting arrangement 

addresses  its request  to UNIDO,  by  specifying the kind of 

production which it   intends to subcontract, together with all 

details necessary for the  implementation of the subcontracting 

work.    The subcontracting offer is channelled through UNIDO to 

suitable subcontractor.-^  and their reply,  together with the 

relevant details on the operations of their firm is subsequently 

communicated to the contractor.     It  is normally from this stage 

onwards that the contractor enters directly into negotiations 

with the subcontractors which he considers the most suitable for 

the purpose. 

In order to accelerate the process  of establishing contacts 

between firms  in developed and developing countries, UNIDO has 

established a roster of industries from developing countries 

which have indicated their interest   in  subcontracting work. 

This roster contains  important information such as  type of 

products manufactured by the firm,  capacity of production, 

number of employees,  hourly salary rates, the type of products, 

parts or components the firm is in a position to manufacture 

under subcontracting arrangements and detailed technical 

characteristics and specifications of the machines used in the 

production»    A summary of these details  is included in "Lists 

of Capacity Available" which are forwarded to interested companies 

upon request. 

Further details on this project  can be obtained from the 

Export  Industries Section,  Industrial Policies and Programming 

Division, UNIDO, Vienna. 
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International subcontracting aleo called "contract 

manufacture",   il a for« of industrial wreoperation,  whereby the 

mam contr»; tar order» products or components from a subcontractor, 

who «aflufact^rf« or transforms them according to the design and 

spaci fi -at   on» imponed upon by the buyer.    The terms  of the mb- 

ontrartinf afreeer.ents normally provide for astiietance,  which aaj 

range fro« technical advice,   supply of materials to be  -sed,  to 

financial assistance in the form of Ioana or direct  investments. 

International subcontracting has become a current  feature of 

the business relations between industrialized countries  *nd is 

•«tensivfly practised in the automobile industry,   agrif-:t..irai 

machinery industry,  electrical equipment  industry and alno    n  tn#» 

eetifaction sector.    Unfortunately developing countri»a h*v# not yet 

sucosa^ed in capturing a significant share of this new flow of 

international trade and only a few of those countries have acquired 

any experience at all in international subcontracting,    Managers In 

industrialised countries have often not given any serious  thought 
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to placing subcontracting orders in developing countries and yet 

it appears that several European firms are interested in obtaining 

increased supplies of components from abroad, BO that they can fill 

growing volumes of orders without further taxing thexr domestic 

resources. It has been brought to the attention of UNIDO that the 

supply of equipment from vfestern Europe has been backordered in 

many cases due to the lack of capacity for component manufacture. 

Firms in the United States, Japan, Australia, and also in several 

Eastern European countries have indicated interest in stimulating 

the manufacture of components in the developing countries. The 

main advantages for developing countries of such manufacturing 

industry are that: 

1. It contributes to the diversification of export products 

and helps prevent a lop-sided export structure with 

excessive dependence upon foreign exchange earnings from 

one or just a few products; 

2. It creates additional outlets which allows exploitation 

of economies of Beale and greater scope for specialization; 

3. It enables developing countries tc be competitive since, 

as the ma:ri contractor sells the product under his own 

trademark, no marketing costs are involved; 

4. The manufacture according to strict specificatione and 

under control of the main contractor affords excellent 

experience and provides manufacturing and export know-how; 

5. The subcontracting activity may have a multiplying effect 

and act as a catalyst in attracting additional capital 

both to widen the scope of locally added value and to 

diversify the range of products. 
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Being convinced that the development  of this particular form 

| of co-operation between firms in industrialized and developing 

| countries is of benefit to both,  UNIDO is currently preparing a 

, programme to promote international subcontracting involving 

1 developing countries. 
i 

TENTATIVE OUTLINE OP THE PROGRAMME 

UNIDC intends to act as an intermediary between industrial 

firms in developed countries and potential subcontractors in 

developing countries,  and would assume the following functions: 

1. Identify in the industrialized countries manufacturing 

processes amenable to subcontracting in developing 

countries; 

2. Locate specific fiïmB which are interested in sub- 

contracting a portion of their operations to developing 

countries.    For this purpose interregional advisers 

with experience of negotiating at top management level 

will be recruited.    They will be expected to visit 

federations of industries,  subcontracting exchanges 

and firms in industrialized countries in order to 

collect specific subcontracting proposals and evaluate 

the technical and economical feasibility; 

3. Locate firms in developing countries, which are able 

to participate in such an arrangement; 

4. Provide technical,  economic and legal assistance to 

potential subcontractors; 
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5.  Fellowships would be provided to train nationals of 

developing countries in all phases of these 

promotional activities. 

The developing countries wishing to participate in this 

programme are invited to inform UNIDO at their earliest convenience. 

They should also indicato in which fields they have manufacturing 

potential, or other resources which could be harnesBed for 

subcontracting. 
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i DEVELOPING AN ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT1 

I David E. Berlew 
í Managing Director 

Behavioral Science Center/Sterling Institute 
I Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

j I am very pleased to have the opportunity to address 
|     this National Management Conference, particularly because 
j     you have chosen to focus on the role of the entrepreneur 
!     in Ireland's economic development.  I have observed that 
j     those who share the responsibility for economic policy 

and planning in most nations too often concentrate almost 
exclusively on economic factors such as capital and capital 
equipment, tax incentives for essential and preferred indus- 

;     try, protective tariffs and interest rates.  This is particu- 
j     larly true in the underdeveloped nations where rates of 

economic growth are so critical in the process of nation 
J     building or improving the society.  These leaders tend 
3     either to neglect the role of the entrepreneur or, when they 
I     do recognize his value, they are not quite sure how to iden- 
|     tify and encourage him.  Economic development cannot be 
|     implemented by parliamentary decree.  It is implemented by 
1     men of great ambition, energy, and imagination. 

I Recently, more and more economic planners have empha- 
sized the importance of human factors in economic develop- 

I ment.  They have learned from observing economic development 
I in developing as well as highly industrialized nations. 
1 Joseph E. Stepanek, one of the first internationally recog- 
I nized planning experts to focus on entrepreneurialism, has 
I observed that during his first planning attempts, he: 

"... wasted much time while learning that 
no amount of capital equipment, no number 
of enthusiastic government planners, and 
no team of foreign consultants can compen- 
sate for lack of individuals eager and able 
to seize opportunity to develop."2 

*A speech given to the National Management Conference of the 
Irish Management Institute, April 23, 1970, Killarney, Ireland. 

2Joseph E. Stepanek, Managers for Small Industry:  An Inter- 
national Study  (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, l9bU). 

id.72-789 
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The economists   and economic planners  who recognize   the 
critical  importance   of  human factors   in  economic development 
are   often  frustrated.     Economic  factors   are   tangible;   one 
can   measure them  and  manipulate  them.      But  how do  you  cope 
with   intangible  human   factors?    How  do  you know whether  or 
not   a  nation has  entrepreneurial  resources,   and how do  you 
identify  individual   entrepreneurs   and  provide positions   for 
them where their  activity contributes   to  economic  growth? 
And   if there is   found  to be a shortage  of entrepreneurs, 
how   can  they be  developed and trained? 

What in  fact,   is   an entrepreneur?     Let me define  the 
term  "entrepreneur"   as   I will use   it,   that  is,   to  refer   to 
individuals who  have   certain specific   and measurable  person- 
ality  characteristics.     According   to  my  definition,   entre- 
preneurs   think  differently  than other   people.     Their  thoughts 
are   occupied with  concerns  about  doing  well:     about  achieving 
a   certain standard  of  excellence   they   have  set  for   themselves, 
or   doing better   than   they  have done  before.     They   like   to 
win   in  competition.      In  fact,  they  need   to  succeed  because 
doing  well at  a  challenging  task  provides   them with  their 
major  source of  pleasure  or satisfaction   in   lire. 

You may be   thinking  that I  have  described a  very  common 
characteristic  of  human beings,   or  certainly  of Western man 
as  we  think of  him.      But  this is  simply   not  so,   and  it  is 
vital  to my discussion that we realize  that this  is  not  so. 

Although  the  type of personality   that  I  have  described-- 
and  will describe  in  greater detail   later on—occurs with 
greater  frequency  among businessmen  than among other occupa- 
tional  groups,   there   are many businessmen who,  according 
to   this  definition,   cannot be considered  entrepreneurs.     We 
have   found,  however,   that  those businessmen who are   "entre- 
preneurial" are  generally more successful  as owners or 
proprietors,   and  as   corporate managers,   * han  those who  are 
not   "entrepreneurial."^    There is  also  evidence that nations 
which have a high proportion of entrepreneurs tend to enjoy 
a  faster rate of economic growth. ^ 

Ipavid C.  McClelland,  The Achieving  Society     (Princeton,  New 
Jersey:     D.  Van Nostrana Co.,  Inc.,   1961). 

2Ibid. 
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Entrepreuearialisnu     A   Factor   in   Treland's   Economic   Growth 

Nov;  let  us   turn our attention   to Ireland.      A  review of 
I your  Third  Economic   Programme   has   led me   to  the   conclusion 
I that   Ireland's  prosperity Is   linked   closely   to   Ireland's 
I ability  to become  more   entrepreneurial. 

I The Third  Economic   Programme   forecasts  overall   economic 
I growth  during  the   period   ÌJ69   to   1972  at   4  percent  per  annum, 
| with   industrial  output  growing   at   6.7  percent. 
n 
j Because  of   Ireland's  relatively  small  population,   and 

therefore   small   home market,   you   must   concentrate   on   the 
development  of   industries oriented   toward   the   export  market, 
and you must  compete  successfully  without  protective   tariffs 
during   a period  of   rising prices   and wages   in   Ireland. 

Although  during   the period   1969   to   1972   the   labour 
force   is  expected   to   increase   by   only  4,000,   at   least 
30,000  more  people   must  DO employed   by   the   induntr^al   sector 
to   reduce  unemployment   and  to   absorb workers  moving   away 
from  the  agricultural   sector  into   industry. 

Clearly,   focusing  on the   unemployment problem and intro- 
ducing  or  expanding  labour intensive  industries   to  provide 
more   jobs   for more-  people  is   not   the  solution.      The  only 
answer  is   to develop  highly  efficient industries   oriented 
toward  export markets.     Such  industries  will   compete  success- 
fully   in world markets   and reduce   unemployment   to  the  extent 
that   these   industries   are efficient. 

There  appear,   then,   to be   two  major  challenges:      (1)   the 
development  of  new  industry  oriented toward export  markets, 
and   (2)   greater   industrial efficiency.     To meet   the   first 
challenge  you need  entrepreneurs;   to meet  the   second,   you 
must   develop  an   "entrepreneurial   climate"--an  atmosphere 
which  encourages  people   to set  high work  standards   and  to 
strive   for  and  take  pride in  achieving excellence. 

Where  does   Ireland  stand  today with  regard   to  entrepre- 
neurial resources?     Does  Ireland have enough  indigenous 
entrepreneurs   to  achieve  the  goals   of  the Third   Programme  and 
ultimate  economic  prosperity? 

I  have observed  that in  Ireland it  is  frequently  the 
immigrant or  the   foreigner,  not  the native Irishman,  who 
exploits commercial opportunities.     I read of  your  consider- 
able  success  in bringing in foreign companies   and  foreign 
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managers.  Obviously direct capital investment is desirable, 
but do you import foreign entrepreneurial talent as well 
because you do not believe that you have enough indigenous 
businessmen who are, in Stepanek's words, "... eager and 
able to seize opportunity to develop"?  Will foreign firms 
hesitate to make direct investments in Irish firms because 
they too do not believe that Ireland has sufficient entre- 
preneurial talent? 

Foreign firms have seized the economic opportunities in 
Ireland.  I understand that the Irish government's policy of 
offering attractive terms to foreign firms in the way of 
grants, tax remissions, stable political conditions, and a 
large pool of labour has attracted 200 new industries in the 
past five years—a success far beyond Irish expectations.1 

Importing entrepreneurial talent along with foreign 
investment may meet the short-term objectives of increasing 
exports and tho gross national product, but it seems to me 
that it ;ilso has some shortcomings as a development strategy. 
First, it strikes me as politically dangerous.  The Irish 
people are notoriously sensitive to foreiqn domination. 
What will happen when more and more decisions are made by 
stockholders who ars not indigenous to Ireland, and whose 
decisions are not based on what is best for Ireland? What 
has happened in many countries—the examples are too numerous 
and well-known to mention—is that the climate becomes 
decidedly inhospitable to foreign companies and managers. 
Ultimately foreign corporations leave, taking their entrepre- 
neurs with them. 

It is essential that Ireland work toward making large 
deposits of Irish entrepreneurs in its human resources bank. 
A few foreign companies do a reasonably good job of develop- 
ing local personnel into entrepreneurial managers, but most 
do not.  I would make the development of Irish entrepreneurs 
a top priority, because ultimately only they can lead Ireland 
to economic prosperity and economic independence. 

We have been discussing the problem of importing entre- 
preneurs.  At the same time, wouldn't it be ironical if you 

*New York Times' (February 21, 1970) . 
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were exporting     entrepreneurial  talent?     This  may  very  likely 
be  going on.      The  Third Programme  states: 

Since   those  who   immigrate  are   often   the   very 
people   who  bring  about   change   and   growth   in 
the   economy,   there   is   a  double   loss   here, 
because   their departure  means   diminished  ccpa- 
city   to   increase  national  output.       (p.   7) 

It  is  possible,   of  course,   that   Ireland  has  as  many 
potential  entrepreneurs  as  a  nation  recognized   for   its  entre- 
preneurial: srn,   but  they  remain  inactive  because  the  social 
environment  does  not encourage,   or may  even  discourage, 
entrepreneurial   activity.     There  is,   in  fact,   some  evidence 
that  the  type   of  entrepreneurial  thinking   I   described earlier 
is   fairly  prevalent  in  Ireland.1 

In most modern societies, 
likely to come from a middle c 
or family pressure discourage 
pursuit of careers in business 
class Irishman have access to 
Can he raise capital for a bus 
successful to have access to n 
economic information? Does th 
the Church in Ireland discoura 
Thert are many possible factor 
preneurial  development in  Irei 

the entrepreneur  is  most 
lass   family.      Does   peer  group 
individual   initiative or  the 

and  industry?     Does  a middle 
entrepreneurial  opportuni ties'* 
iness  venture?     Must  hte  b.e 
ew opportunities   and   important 
e Church  and   the  ethics  of 
ge  entrepreneurial  behavior? 
s   that might   inhibit  entre- 
and. 

The  statement   I   just quoted   from The   Thi rd   ¡'rgramme 
strongly  suggests   that Ireland   is   losing   some  of Tts'bTïïT 
human  resources   through emigration.     At   the   very   ]e:p;t,   a 
nation  loses   any   investment  it   has made   in   those  who emigrate 
as  well  as   losing  a home  consumer.     Statistics   for   1966   shew 
7.2  percent   of   your  university   graduates   unempLoy, d.     T|u.-se 
are  people  you want  to stay,   and  these  are   the  people who 
are  among   the  disgruntled and who are  emigra tini. 

Also,   there  is  empirical  evidence   that   entrepreneurial 
types  will  go   farther away  from  their homes   than  others   to 
seek opportunities,   and that  explorers  and  colonizers are 
highly motivated  individuals  who,   for  reasons  of  special 

•"•David C.   McClelland,  The Achieving  Society      (Princeton,   New 
Jersey:     D.   Van Nostrana Co. ,   Inc.,   1961),   pp.   90-91;  p.   100. 
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social  bias  against   them,   are  denied  access   to  opportunities 
in   their  own   homeland.1 

Is   Ireland  doing  all  that  it   can  to make   the   economic 
terrain  an exciting  place   for  potential homegrown  entrepre- 
neurs  to  explore  and  colonize?     Is  enough being  done  to  iden- 
tify   the   entrepreneur  and  to  encourage  his  development  by 
providing  special  kinds   of   training   and  opportunity? 

My   specific   topic  is  developing   the  entrepreneurial 
spirit.      It  may   be   academe* to   argue whether   Ireland  has   or 
has   not  developed  enough  entrepreneurs   to meet   its   needs. 
What   I  wish   to   argue   is   that   tor   the   first  time   in   history 
it   is  possible   to develop entrepreneurs  and  to  create  entre- 
preneurial  spirit. 

The   Entrepreneurial   Personality 

Lot  me  begin  my   discussion   of   the  entrepreneurial   spirit 
with   a   simple   exercise.     I  would   like   ail  of   you   tc   partici- 
pate  if  yov  will.     In  a moment   I   am going  to  show  you  a 
picture   for  .¿bout   ter.  seconds.      1   would   like   you   to   take   a 
piece  of   ol.:nk   paper   and make   up   a  story  about   the   picture 
that   you   see.      Be   as   imaginative   as   you  can.      Teli   what   is 
happening   in   the  picture,   what   led    :p   to  the   situation   and 
what   the  outcome  will  be.     Give   your   story   a  beginning,   a 
middle   and  an   end.      I  will   give   you  only  a   few minutes   to 
write  your  story,   so  work  quickly. 

Since  we   have  carried  out   this   exercise   in  one   form or 
another   hundreds   of   times,   I   have   a  pretty  good   idea  of   the 
kinds  oí   stories   you wrote.     Many   of   you,   probably   aoout 

5   percent  wrote   a   s Lory   something   like   tnis: 

A  group  of   men  are   sitting  aroand   a   table 
discussing   a  project   they   are  working on.      Perhaps 
they   are   developing  a  plan   to  market a   new  pro- 
duct   their   company   is  planning   to manufacture. 
One  of   the  men  has  just  stated  that  tney   must  do 
a better   job  than  they  have   ever done before, 
because   the   future  of   tne   company  depends   upon 
their  ability   to  sell  this  new product.     They 

Ibid. 
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Just look at the picture briefly (10-15 seconds), turn the 
page and write out the atory it suggests. 
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have   had  several  brainstorming  session»;, 
but   everv   time   thcv   think   they   h tv.. 
achieved  a breakthrough,   someone  points   out   a 
fatal   flaw,   such   as   the   size  of   the   market imj 
budget  or  the  fact  that   it  is   too   late   to  modify 
the  product.     Finally   they  hit  upon   the   perfect 
solution,   and  everyone   present   is   delighted 
that   their  work  has   finally  paid  oft.      TL«-, 
anticipate  that  next   year's  salts  will   i*    twice 
what   the   company  needs   to  make   up   for   poor 
sales   during  the  current  year.     The  marketing 
program  is  implemented,   sales  continu«-   t •• • 
decline,   and the  company  goes  bankrupt.      The 
men   feel   they  have   failed   the   company   w¡    i s :-, 
hour  of  greatest  need. 

This   story  contains   a  great  deal   of   wh.i)   we   rail   "achieve- 
ment   thinking."     The  characters   ni   th.-   «tory   aie   romp, ting 
against   a   standard  of  excellence:     they   «r*-   t t <; i rxj   t     do  a 
better   job   than  they  have  ever  done  before.      The,-   have   m 
achievement   goal.     Moreover,    they   an    taMrw   u-'tien   steps   to 
achieve   their   goal:      they   have   been   hr a i m -, t <•! n -7 "¡Vj  "t~cotiie   up 
with   a   plan.      They   have   encounteied   Uì:1M t ,e  !• v   tv   success,   3uch 
as  an   inadequate  marketing   budget   aul  a   piT.d'.i   t    iti.it   cannot 
be modified.     Finally,   the   characters   i n   the   *, t   i y  experience 
a good   deal   of   emotion   associated  with   ,e-h i •••,•, f. ,   or   tailing 
to  achieve   the   goal.     The   men   arf  delighted   wi.-n   t'i ••/   hit 
upon   a   solution;   they   are   upset   wh.-n   the,-   n ! t , ,i...»,. 1 y   fail. 
Figure   2   presents  a   schematic   view   <>|   <*. n t, •• •. »;,, .,i    thinking. 

To  summarize,   the   character   or   eh*r a-'t.r i •-.   hive  an  achieve- 
ment   goal   and   they   are   taking   «»tepu   tv   t-   .   «,   i ne   nvul. 
They   encounter   uh.s t ,ic le;»- -some t i in»««.   . ¡,   • i,. ¡ t   • n--- t \< mment   and 
sometimes   in   themüelves--whi    h   «tan«!   ir,   th.    wr       !    achieving 
the   goal.       lint   they   want    to   a«r,äev.    t h<      ».,),    ,>!(,   they 
experience   plea.ur»   whet,   they   ante .pit.-      ;       .>;.ii.«noe.   success, 
and displeasure when   t lu y   ant »rip..t-    ... ,. , t, ¡,< e   fiilure. 

Others   of   you,    I   w-, ml-i   .-.-,»» ¡-.it <     ii-..<    '..»If     A   this 
particular   audience,   wt-te   a   di i In.-i,!    'f¡'    ot    .story: 

A   group  of   men    ite   trying   t..   i,*:h   tl   deci- 
sion   about   something.      They   h.ivr   he, f»   debating 
and   arguing   fot   ;tome   tune.     The mm.  who   is   stand- 
ing   up   feels   very   uood   beciuftr   h«.   ti.iitktt   he   has 
won   his   cast;,   and   that   h i u   point   o!   view  will 
prevail.     The   leader   of   the oppumt ¡un   is  very 
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upset, but he hasn't given up yet; he is still 
trying to gather support by talking individually 
with members of the group.  In the end, the 
group reaches a stalemate; nobody wins and no 
decision is reached. 

We would label this power imagery, or power thinking. 
Characters in the story are concerned about influence, ¿(bout 
persuading others to accept their point of view.  They are 
taking action steps to gain influence or control.  When 
they gain influence, they are pleased; when they lose it, 
they are upset. 

Still others of you, probably about 25 percent, wrote 
a third type of story: 

A group of friends are sitting around a 
table in a pub or in a clubroow, planning n party 
for the weekend.  They meet toçet.'r.. r periodically, 
perhaps every week,, and they t.horo^nly enjoy 
each other's comoany.  In an hour or so r;hey 
//ill leave, but their party will te a great, suc- 
cess and th-.-'y will all have a fine t.v.ne. 

This story has what we call an affiliation theme; it is 
concerned with friendship, with establishing, restoring or 
maintaining close, warm relationships with other people. 
The goal, the action steps and the feelings expressed all 
have to do with friendship as opposed to achievement or 
power. 

*    It should be o 
the picture you lue 
with an achievement 
was, you all would 
you that is not the 
with a particular t 
same picture I show 
get stories similar 
will be very s ignif 
frequency with whic 
different groups, 
achievement stories 
Ireland, Russia or 
get more power stor 
tries, although I c 

bvious to you that there was nothing in 
ked at that required you to tell a story- 
power or affiliation theme.  If there 

have told a similar st<->ry, and I assure 
case.  Whatever led you to tell a story 

hem.: is inside of you.  I can show the 
ed you anywhere in the world, and I will 
to the ones you wrote.  However, there 
icant and revealing differences in the 
h different types of stories are told by 
For example, I would get many fewer 
in Belgium and Chile than I would in 

the United States.  I suspect I would 
ies in Ireland than in many other coun- 
annot document it. 
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Some   things,   however,   we  have  documented  very  carefully. 
I  know  that  businessmen will   tell  an  achievement   story  more 
frequently  than  other occupational  groups,   and   that  success- 
ful  businessmen will  tell more   achievement  stories   than  less 
successful  businessmen.     Our  assumption  is   that   if  you  tell 
stories   filled  with  achievement  thinking,   then  you  tend  to 
think  in  achievement  terms   rather  than  affiliation or  power 
terms  durin~   a  normal day.     That  is,   you  tend   to   go  through 
life  thinking   in   terms of   achievement goals,   the   steps  you 
will  have   to   take  to reach   those  goals,   the   obstacles   you 
will  encounter   and how you will  overcome  them,   and  how wonder- 
ful   it will  be  when you reach  your goal  and  how   terrible  it 
will  be   if  you   fail.     People who  think  in  these   terms  will 
end  up  in  challenging occupations,   like business,   and  they 
will   tend  to  do  better  than  other people.     If  you  think  too 
much  in  affiliation or  friendship  terms,   then  chances   are 
that you wil]   not be particularly  successful   in  business. 
It  should  be  obvious  that  no one  thinks  just   in   terms  of 
achievement,   affiliation  or  power;   all  of  us  have  concerns 
in  all  three   areas.     However,   usually one  concern  or motive 
is  dominant. 

There   is   also  evidence   that  countries  where  a  lot  of 
people «tend  to  tell achievement   stories,  and whose popular 
literature,   films,   childrens'   stories  and  leaders' 
speeches   are   filled with  achievement  imagery   tend   to have 
a  faster  rate   of  economic  development   than  countries where 
this  is  not   the  case.     Ireland,   by  the way,   is   fairly  strong 
in  this  regard.     An analysis  of  your  childrens'   stories  in 
1925  and  1950   revealed that   they  were  relatively   high   in 
achievement  imagery  compared with  about  thirty  other  coun- 
tries.     The  achievement  imagery  did drop off  between   1925 
and   1930,   however,   which would   lead  to the  hypothesis   that 
there was  more   entrepreneurial   energy  expended  between 
1925  and  1950   than  there will  be  between  1950   and   1975.1 

The point   I  want to make  is  that  there  is   a  certain 
type of  thinking  characteristic of  individuals  who  are  un- 
usually successful  in commercial enterprises.     Successful 
businessmen or  entrepreneurs  think  in achievement   terms more 
than other people.     In this  room today,  some  of  you  think 
m  achievement   terms more  than others,   just  as  some of  you 
spend more of  your time  thinking  about your  friends  and  loved 
ones,  or about  gaining influence.     I do not want   to imply 

Ibid. 
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that one  type of   thinking  is   superior  or   inferior  to  another. 
The world needs  all  kinds  of   people. 

The  second point   I  want   to make  is   that men who   think 
predominately  in  achievement   terms tend   to behave  differently 
than other  people.     Their   "unique"  behavior can be   summarized 
in three  categories: 

.   they   like  to  take  personal  responsibility   • 
for  results; 

.   they   aggressively  seek   feedback  on  the  re- 
sulte  of  their  actions   and decisions,   and 
they   use  that   information  to modify  their 
behavior  and  revise   their goals;   and 

.   they   set goals   that  are  challenging yet 
realistic.     That  is,   they prefer  moderate 
risks   to either  safe   or  extreme   risks. 

If we  keep in  mind   that   a major  source of  satisfaction 
and pleasure   for  buch   people   is   successfully  completing  a 
challenging   task,   then   their  behavior makes  a good  deal of 
sense.     They   cannot   fully  enjoy  a success   unless   they  know 
they were  responsible   for  it.     If  the  responsibility   belongs 
to several  people,   they   feel   little  personal satisfaction. 

Feedback  tells   the  entrepreneur  both  how well   he   is 
doing  and how he must  modify   his behavior  to insure   success. 
If  he  cannot  get clear   feedback  on actions   and  decisions, 
he  can  never  be sure  how well  he performed,   and  he  misses 
the  full  measure  of   satisfaction that  comes with  being abso- 
lutely   sure   that he  performed well. 

It   is   interesting   to note  that  for   the  true  entrepre- 
neur,   money  or profitability   is more  important  as   an   indica- 
tor or   success  than   as   an  end   in itself.      Businessmen  know 
they  are  doing well  when  they   are making  money;   when   they 
are  losing  money   they   know  they  are  performing  poorly.     R^al 
entrepreneurs do  not  retire  when they  have made  all   the 
money   they  need  to   live  on;   they  continue   to work  because 
their  chief   source   of   satisfaction  lies   in  overcoming  chal- 
lenges,   not   simply   in making  money  that  they  rarely   take  the 
time  to  enjoy. 

A true entrepreneur gets little satisfaction from suc- 
ceeding at a sure thing., He also gets little pleasure from 
winning  the   long-shot.   *He  knows that his  success was  not 
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due   to his   efforts;   it was  either   inevitable,  or  it was 
due   to luck. 

It is  easy  to  see why  such men   like  to start  and operate 
their own  businesses.     Business  proprietors  are by  definition 
responsible   for results.     There  is   no more meaningful   feed- 
back  than monthly  sales   figures,   or  a   financial  statement. 
And  almost   all  business  decisions   involve an element of 
risk. 

It is   interesting   to  note  that  entrepreneurs   generally 
get  very   little  satisfaction   from  gambling.     They  derive 
pleasure   from winning  or  succeeding  only when  it  is   the   re- 
sult of  their   own effort  or  skill.     The   entrepreneur  is   not 
likely to   feel  much  satisfaction   if  he  wins  the  Irish  Sweep- 
stakes.     He'll   feel   rich,   but   not   satisfied. 

Entrepreneurs   Can  Be   Developed 

During   the  last  several years,   my   organization — the 
Behavioral   Science  Center of  Sterling   Institute—has  been 
experimenting   under   the  direction   of   Professor  David C. 
McClelland  with ways   to  make   individuals  more entrepreneurial. 
The  Dasic  approach  is   a  simple one:     whereas  most   training 
programmes   concentrate  on  technical  knowledge  and   interper- 
sonal skills,   we  focus   primarily  on  thought  content.     That 
is,   we  train  people   to  think  differently. 

With  one   to  two weeks  of  intensive   training,   we  have 
been  able   to   change   the   thought  and  behavioral patterns  of 
businessmen   in  the  United  States   and  several  other   countries 
so   that  these   men  have  become  significantly  mora  effective 
and  successful   in  their   jobs. 

Tables   1,   2  and   3  summarize   the  results  of  two  extensive 
research projects  which   studied  the  effects  of  this   type  of 
training. 

Table   1   summarizes   the  results  of   a  U.S.   Government- 
sponsored  project  to  conduct  achievement  or entrepreneurial 
training   for   black,   small businessmen   in  Washington,   D.C. 
The   49  trained  subjects   underwent   an  intensive   five-day 
residential   programme which   I will  describe  shortly.     Com- 
pared  to a  matched group of  untrained  businessmen,   even  after 
as   short a period as  six months,   more  of  the  trained business- 
men  had started new enterprises,   improved their operating 
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TABU-: i 

Six Month Follow-up Report 

Black Businessmen from Washington, D.C. 

With and Without Prior n Ach Training 

Activitíes 

New Business  Starts 

Improved  operating  Procedures 

Untrained Trained 

N = 63 N = 49 

0 8 

10% 33% 

Greater Community  Involvement 24% 43% 

New Capital Invested 

Average 

Total 

$ 1,420 

$89,000 

$ 4,259 

$208,000 

New Jobs Created 

Average 

Total 

.60 

38 

1.25 

70 

From Report on Business Leadership Training Project to 
Economic Development Administration by the Behavioral Science 
Center, Sterling Institute, October 1, 1968. 
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TABLE   2 

Two-Year Follow-up Report 

Indian Small  Businessmen 

With and  Without  Prior n Ach Training 

Activities Untrained 

N =   73 

Trained 

N =  76 

Distinctly   More Active 18     25% 39     ',li 

New Businesses  Started 6        8% 17    22% 

Men  In Charge  of Their  Firms  Only      N  =   45 

Making   Fixed Capital   Invest- 
ment 

Ave.rage   Investment 

Total   Investment 

Employing   More People 

Averaging  New Jobs  per 
Businessman 

Total New  Jobs 

N --•  47 

18     40% 35    74* 

Rs.     12,190 Rs 24,030 

Rs.   548,500 Rs .   1,129,500 

15     33% 2ö    59% 

2.74 5.86 

126 ¿58 

From D.  C.   McClelland  and D.   G.  Winter,  Motivating  KcolüJ¡mTc" 
Achievement,  The Free  Press,   1969. 
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TABLE   3 

Cost-Effectiveness   of Business  Leadership Training 

Washington/Oklahoma Results   Included 

(6-Month Follow-up  Data) 

Projected Cost per Trainee — $250 

Minimum Maximum 

N =  90 N =  116* 

Mean New Jobs Created 

Cost per New Job 

.85 

$  290 

2.42 

$   97 

Mean Increase in Investment 

Ratio Public/Private Invest- 
ment Mobilized 

Mean Increase in Profits 

$3,765 

1/15 

$  286 

$25,600 

1/100 

$ 1,800 

Estimated Tax Flows per Trained Man 

(from Profits and Personal 
Income)  6-Month Basis $  207.70   $ 1,194.00 

Time Required by Government to 
Collect Enough Additional Taxes to 
Pay Back Cost per Trainee 11 mos. 1-2 mos. 

•Included members of Steering Committee, not matched 
by equally prominent untrained men. 

From Report on Business  Leadership Training Project to 
Economic Development Administration by  the Behavioral Science 
Center,   Sterling Institute, October  1,   1968. 
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procedures, and become more involved in helping to rebuild 
their community--much of which had been burned during riots. 
They had raised and invested more capital and created more 
new jobs through expansion than their untrained colleagues. 

Table 2 reports similar findings for a group of 76 
businessmen in India.  In this case, the training covered 
a period of about two weeks   The results indicate differ- 
ences between the trained businessmen and an untrained, 
matched control group two years after the training took 
place.  You will note that a much larger proportion of the 
trained than of the untrained group are distinctly 
more active in their businesses, have started new enter- 
prises and have made fixed capital investments in their 
businesses.  The average and the total investment of the 
trained group is much larger than for the control group, 
and the trained businessmen have created significantly more 
jobs through business expansion. 

The results of a cost-effectiveness analysis prepared 
for the U.S. Economic Development Administration are pre- 
sented in Table 3.  The computations are based on a projected 
cost of $250 per businessman trained.  The results of the 
train' -j axe  presented both in terms of the minimum and the 
maximum results that might be expected, on the assumption 
that the actual results will be somewhere in between. 

To summarize, the results indicate that it will cost 
the U.S. Government between $97 and $290 to create a new 
job if it invests in entrepreneurial training for small 
businessmen.  For every dollar of public money invested, be- 
tween $15 and $100 of private capital will be invested. 
The governr-.^nt can expect to retrieve its investment through 
taxes on the increased profits and personal income of the 
trained businessmen in between one and eleven months.  We 
were particularly pleased by this last result, because there 
are not very many public programmes in the United States, 
if there are any at all, wh re the government can expect to 
regain its investment in the forseeable future. 

The only difference between the groups referred to as 
"trained" and "untrained" in Tables 1, 2 and 3 is that each 
trained group underwent several days of achievement training, 
or Business Leadership Training, which is basically a form 
of psychological training; no attempt is made to teach business 
concepts or technical skills. 

Ü 
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Let me briefly describe the nature of this unique type 
of training.  Initially, participants collect information on 
?hemseives; first by writing several stories, such as the one 
you wrote earlier, to sample their own thought content, and 
second, by participating in a number of simulations or 
"games" which reveal to each participant his characteristics 
in regard to accepting personal responsibility for results, 
using feedback, and taking risks.  Participants are then 
introduced to exercises which help them think through then- 
life goals—what is really important to them, what they can 
really commit themselves to.  If becoming more successful 
in business is one of their goals, then we expose them to a 
model of an effective entrepreneur or achiever—a model that 
has been developed through years of careful research—and ask 
them to compare themselves to that model.  Most people find 
areas where they differ substantially from the model that is 
presented.  We then teil the participants that if they 
choose to become more entrepreneurial, they can do it. 

At the point where a participant, actually commits _ him- 
self to changing, the mor t" di f ficult part of the training has 
been accomplished.  It is surprisingly ecsy to toach people 
who really want to chance to think and behave like entrepre- 
neurs, and to use an approach to personal goal-setting which 
greatly increases the probability that they will achieve 
the goals they set for themselves. 

If you will review the curricula in the colleges and 
institutions which train your managers and entrepreneurs, you 
will find that, whereas they are very up-to-date on modern 
management methods, no emphasis is placed on developing entre- 
preneurial attitudes and motives.  If you accept my thesis that 
their development is critical for economic development, then 
I would urge you to look carefully at educational programmes 
designed to increase the entrepreneurial spirit of small 
businessmen and corporate managers. 

Encouraging Entrepreneurial Behavior 

All of our efforts to train entrepreneurs have not been 
equally successful.  We have been most successful in increas- 
ing the motivation and effectiveness of owners of businesses, 
who return to a situation where they have ample opportunity 
to test out their newly developed entrepreneurial skills. 
Others whom we have trained—some corporate managers, for 
example—have returned to jobs where they are given little 
personal responsibility, where they experience little challenge, 
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and where objective feedback on performance is scarce.  In 
such organizations, entrepreneurs will tend to become frus- 
trated and leave, or else their entrepreneurial drive will 
dissipate. 

Although something of an oversimplification, we can say 
that effective motivation—the intensity of a given motive 
in a specific si tua?.ion--i.s a function of two things:  the 
strength of the latent need or motive that the individual 
brings with him to the situation, and the cues in the situation 
which engage or arouse that particular need or motive.  This 
can be diagrammed as follows: 

Moteff = f (need X situation) 

Consider the case of a entrepreneur, a person who thinks 
very often in achievement terms.  He has a very strong achieve- 
ment need, which we will arbitrarily value at 20.  Assume 
that this person works in an organization where he is given 
very little responsibility, where standards of performance 
are low, rewards are more closely related to longevity or 
popularity than to performance, and he has only a vague idea 
of how his job and the work that he does contribute to the 
goals of the organization.  I have described a situation 
nearly devoid of cues which might arouse or engage achieve- 
ment motivation.  Let us arbitrarily assign a value of 1 to 
the situation to reflect the fact that it contains almost no 
cues of the sort which arouse concern with achieving or doing 
well.  If we insert these values into our formula, we find 
that our entrepreneur is in fact a latent entrepreneur—his 
achievement motivation in this particular situation is 20. 

Achievement MoteJ-f = f (20 X 1) = 20 

An individual with a considerably weaker need for 
achievement who works in an organization where he is given 
responsibility for results, where high standards and challeng- 
ing goals are set, and where rewards are closely related to 
performance and thus serve as feedback on performance, may in 
fact have higher effective achievement motivation than our 
first example. 

Achievement Moteff = f(5 X 20) * 100 

The achievement or entrepreneurial training I described 
earlier focuses on changing personality characteristics; it 
effects the "need" variable in our formula.  If you accept 
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. .1»    ...    . . ..        « <     i!      i.»  at  the  ini • . -»' •'   •• • • < • »   »ht» 
m«(   » i -  >• <«     «   '...»' f,    but   ulti n .i' •   :        « ,.» • f •  * m n     »•     >f 
M,. i i  .. t-      -#      ,   , .    t'Vdluated   in   «> i**-      ' •.•>     • - >--•   11> 
•»• ' '! >•   » 

•-•- '••i$.it.;  its   log l       e »                              •• i       • 
» <   ;  well   or   h.i       •>•• « *•< 

~- . i        -"ipanies.      vi      * • i-               -.    , 
» - ttti| t ion  by   to|>   " -t    • c - • •       • '  •'   *> ~ •        », 

«.•  ,t           •  •   (- i    ¡¡Lâlly   "s<'i"   '     -•<>»          t» <    if       % 

i                         »   « 11.   » hat many  Ar<«'f =   a.    •«<*< .. »» «     »l«    •»-.' 
.¡.i<   ••  .                  .... >. i rns  of   goal'.,    *'-*i- *     •-» ?*f*s   -»»iti   •ti-«»i«i i«n, 
»in       ,'            •  i     • i» i'    managers»   nut   •»)»» • «|.-» t*nw.i» i*l   t«i«iii4t|«ra. 

H • «.i:,   talking  witd    »   m-m**»» »    i      -•   -<» .m    t MI put 
4< *    ,     •-.   , >        .-t'trifj   difficulty    , iii i •.•!:»•   ..¡t     •   M tiij(|i'WM-i¡ f 
i>v    »I  =*•   • .   •      i (   t'iiamme.     He   Bail   MM*   '"    -n»'!  f. s n  mi^m infn 
h.» •    «t«}- •     .i    l » t»t   of  not   lush   » han   .**   <«l. («• • i v*»   fin    1170. 

».      »»»      - - * 11 * » in« me  to learn   «hat   i><   <*^s   hnjhiy  iiNnatittrsd 
t.    ,9»«»t«    .   <i  'inly   some  of  th«   ufciBi'tiwrn.      Thi»  i-onuwrntid  me, 
iKwiiuiM     in" .jiisi'   I   knew that   tin-   cor|*<»i«< ¡<ii>   ti. (|u*i»tiur»  had 
niit'«»>..>-i  i tir  programme to d#ve (•>*{< a mti  v   mm i#prt*nvut lai 
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tim.ttr   it   objectives were being established with little 
. omni t ment on the part of those responsible for achieving 
th*'ffl, the programme was doomed to failure. 

I'erhapB the greatest contribution to management practice 
• iurtrij the last decade or two has been the management informa- 
i luti nyntcm.  As you know, a management information system 
m nothing more than a feedback system, a way of providing 
information on the results of past decisions and actions to 
a  manager quickly to enable him to improve his performance. 

It is naive, however, to assume that the information, 
hiiwev.T valuable, will automatically be used to improve 
di-ri »ions and modify actions.  One characteristic of an entre- 
preneur, or an entrepreneurial manager, is that he care- 
ful iy scans his environment for information, whether positive 
cu tv irjttve, bearing on his business.  He is the type of 
nirtii^ ¡' r whu will personally telephone a client who has just 
>am ell^d an order to learn whether his own company's per- 
formance had in any way contributed to the decision to cancel. 
Studies have shown that other businessmen are neutral to feed- 
back from the environment; they neither seek nor reject it. 
¡itili others actually reject or distort any negative feed- 
ii«> k that comes to them. 

It is easy to understand, then, why a management infor- 
miti on system does not automatically lead to more effective 
performance.  Ultimately ¿nen must use the information, and 
i.ome use it better than others.  The type of person I have 
bt«en   scribing to you-~the entrepreneur or entrepreneurial 
manage!--is untiring in his pursuit of information about his 
performance.  He tends to anticipate obstacles or problems 
before -hey occur, and to take corrective action before the 
fact. 

In many American corporations, and I suspect in many 
Ir itili companies as well, it will be necessary to take a much 
»ore direct approach to the problem of climate management. 
One approach which we have tried with considerable success 
is presented schematically in Figure 3.  The major application 
to date has been in a manufacturing company with several 
operating divisions. 

The company in question is in the metal fabrication 
business and is a major supplier of parts for the American 
automotive and refrigeration industries.  Located in a mid- 
western state, it does about 100 million dollars worth of 
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business annually.  This company, which I shall call the 
Family Corporation, was established at about the same time 
that automobiles began to be mass-produced in the United 
States.  Because it held exclusive patents, it established 
a virtual monopoly on the manufacture of certain automotive 
parts, and as the automobile industry boomed during the 
1950's and 1960's, the Family Corporation grew and prospered. 

The founder of the company ran a traditional, paternalis- 
tic business.  Members of his family and his friends were 
given important positions in the Corporation.  He took good 
care of his employees; salaries were high; pressure was low, 
and people were rarely fired.  The employees were very loyal 
to the Corporation; it was a good company with a good product, 
and it took good care of them. 

In the mid-1960's the picture began to change.  The 
founder died and the presidency passed to one of his sons. 
The son, a highly intelligent and sensitive man, was used 
to seeing the company run itself, so his hand at the helm 
was not a firm one. 

During the I960's, competition began to emerge.  The 
Corporation's patents ware running out, and new materials 
were being developed that might make parts manufactured by 
the Family Corporation obsoleto.  The Corporation maintained 
a research and development operation, but it was pootly run 
and had not been given high priority. 

In 1969, two younger members in top management positions 
persuaded the President of the Family Corporation KO  expose 
the corporate top management to achievement or entiepreneurial 
training.  By this time the alternatives were cloc?.r:  the 
Family Corporation had to take a more entrepreneurial posture, 
or it would lose its commanding position in the industry. 

The result of the four-day workshop with the top manage- 
{   ment was a decision by the corporate President and his officers 

to create an entrepreneurial organization. 

This first workshop was followed a month \< ter by a 
three-day top-management uessicii devoted to setting corporate 
goals for the next five years, spelling out the actions 
required to reach those goals, and carefully considering 
obstacles to their attainment.  Not surprisingly, one of the 
goals was to change the climate so that it would encourage 
and reward entrepreneurial behavior on the part of managers 
and employees. 
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Following the goal-setting workshop, the vice president 
and general manager of each division of the Corporation 
went through a similar process with his top management team. 
First, they were exposed to achievement training, and then 
they met as teams to set goals for their divisions, to decide 
upon action plans, and to anticipate obstacles.  It was 
agreed beforehand that if the goals set by the management 
of a division did not coincide with the tentative goals for 
the division arrived at during the corporate, top-management 
goal-setting workshop, the general manager of that division 
woudl be free to renegotiate those goals with the President. 

By the end of the round of goal-setting meetings, the 
entire management of the Corporation was committed to a series 
of highly challenging goals and action plans. 

Perhaps even more important, both the corporate and 
divisional executives carried out an exhaustive study of 
obstacles which utight prevent them from reaching their goals. 
One important series of obstacles involved the climate in 
the organization.  The top management of the Corporation 
felt they themselves had become more entrepreneurial as a 
result of achievement training, and their behavior confirmed 
this.  However, it was clear to them, both from their own 
observations and from diagnostic data provided by consultants, 
that the climate in the Corporation as a whole was anything 
but conducive to entrepreneurial behavior.  Most employees 
felt they did not have responsibility for results, and that 
performance standards were relatively low. 

At the same time, most employees felt a strong sense of 
loyalty to the Corporation, which made it easier to change 
the climate. 

In order to create a more entrepreneurial climate--a 
step that management felt was necessary if the new goals were 
to be reached—the Corporation's middle management, and in 
some cases even first-line management, was exposed to achieve- 
ment training.  Most senior and middle-level managers parti- 
cipated in a second phase of training which helped them 
assess their personal styles of management, and determine its 
effect on climate, and ultimately on the motivation of their 
subordinates.  They then learned new management techniques 
to develop the kind of climate they felt was optimal for 
their situation. 
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This intensive effort to develop an entrepreneurial 
climate is still underway» A few months from now, the cor- 
porate officers and division management teams will meet to 
review their performance in terms of the goals they set for 
themselves, and if necessary, to revise both their goals and 
action plans. 

This project is being carefully followed by university 
researchers.  Thus far, the evidence is overwhelming that 
significant changes have occurred both in managerial behavior 
and organizational climate.  The Family Corporation is well 
on the way to becoming an entrepreneurial organization. 

I hope that I have been successful in giving you some new 
insights into entrepreneurialism and the role that it can 
play in Ireland's economic growth.  In particular, I hope 
that I have persuaded you that human resources can be quanti- 
fied and managed just as economic factors can be measured and 
manipulated to bring about socially desirable ends.  I do 
not mean to imply that we have all the answers, because that 
certainly is not the case.  However, new technologies for 
developing entrepreneurs and creating entrepreneurial organi- 
zations are evolving. If my assessment of the situation in 
Ireland is correct, you cannot afford to take the Irish entre- 
preneur for granted. This National Management Conference 
devoted to the role of the entrepreneur is an encouraging 
sign. 
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DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION,  CONFERENCE AND 

GENERAL SERVICES 

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT AND 

CONTRACTING OFFICE 

(DA/TEPCO) 

1. GENERAL 

Project implementation,  regardless of the source of funds, 

frequently calls for the provision of equipment and/or services. 

According to United I'ationB Financial Rules and Regulations, 

contracting for equipment or services is carried out by officers 

specially authorized for this purpose.    In UNIDO, the work is performed 

by the Technical Equipment Procurement and Contracting Office (TEPCO) 

in the Department of Administration, Conference and General Services. 

The office is staffed by professionally qualified purchasing and 

contracting officers with the necessary clerical personnel and comprises 

three units:    a Procurement Section,  for supplies and equipment; 

a Contracts Section, handling consultant services;    and a Control Unit 

dealing with documentation,  invoices, project inventories and other 

administrative matters. 

2. PROCEDURES 

2.1    Equipment Purchases 

When supplies and equipment are required,   the specifications are 

prepared by the UNIDO Project Manager or by UNIDO experts in consultation 

with the recipient government.    Minor items may be purchased by the 

UNIDO Project Manager in the field, otherwise procurement is generally 

effected by UNIDO/TEPCO on the basis of international, competitive 

d.71-3184 

M 
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sealed bids issued to selected vendors/manufacturers.    Orders are 

placed with the lowest acceptable bidder, with due consideration to 

such factors as standardization of equipment,  warranties and local 

servicing arrangements.    Besides the actual purchasing operations, 

TEPCO arranges  for delivery of the consignments to destination and 

is responsible  for periodic inventory controls.    UNIDO retains title 

to the equipment during the life of the project and on its completion, 

TEPCO arranges  for transfer to the recipient government. 

The purchase arrangements also include, when appropriate,  the 

installation and start-up of equipment and the training of local 

personnel. 

The time cycle for delivery of supplies and equipment to destination 

port varies  from six to twelve months, according to the manufacturers 

delivery time  for the particular equipment and shipping time.    This does 

not include port and customs clearance or inland forwarding to project 

site.    The early determination of adequate specifications and prompt 

submission of requisitions is therefore of utmost importance.    It is 

also important that specifications should be prepared in neutral  form 

to permit properly competitive bidding. 

2.2    Contracts  for Services 

This part of TEPC0«s activities is sometimes referred to as sub- 

contracting.     In effect,  it  covers the provision of any type of 

engineering or management services under a commercial-type contract 

with a consulting organization.    The consulting organization may be 

a private firm, an institution, a State enterprise,  or any corporate 

body. 

A contract nay cover execution of laboratory tests,  the provision 

of one or ...ore specialists,  a pre-investment or  feasibility study, or 

the design and erection of a pi)ot plant.    The contract value may range 

from $200 to in excess of a million dollars, and the duration from one 

week to a period of years. 
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fi 

Many larger projects and particularly those requiring teama 

of spécialiste and/or substantial back-Btopping can be more suitably 

and speedily implemented by the use of "snb-contracting".    Current 

policy is therefore to decide in the initial stage of project planning 

whether execution can more appropriately be carried out by the 

recruitment of individual experts, or by sub-contracting, whichever 

is more suitable. 

When "sub-contracting" is employed,  suitable terms of reference 

are prepared by the UNIDO Substantive Division concerned,  in collaboration 

with the recipient government.    The terms of reference detail, inter-alia, 

the services to be performed and the schedule  for their performance. 

On the basis of the terms of reference,  TEPCO invites costed proposals 

from a short list of consulting organizations selected, among other 

criteria,  on the basis of their qualifications and experience for the 

particular assignment.    The selection criteria also takeB into 

consideration geographical distribution, including both developed 

and developing countries, and the utilization of available financial 

resources. 

The selection of invitees is approved by a UNIDO inter-divisional 

panel and is officially cleared through the UNDP Resident Representative 

with the recipient government.    The government may delete specific 

names from the  last or suggest alternative nanes  for consideration; 

it does not,  however,   select or indicate priorities. 

Contract proposals are invited by UNIDO/TEPCO  fror the approved 

list of organizations with a closing date of four to six weeks.    The 

proposals, on receipt by TEPCO, are evaluated by the UNIDO Substantive 

Division for technical acceptability,  and by TEPCO on a commercial 

basis.    In accordance with UN Financial Rules,  and with the approval 

of the UNIDO Advisory Panel and the UNIDO Contracts Committee, the 

award is :rade on the basis of the lowest acceptable offer,  and the 

organization and recipient government are informed accordingly. 
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Th. Contractor has tota! responsibility for the e^ççution of the 

„„tract but stains Co- Ü.1» ** «» •IK> P",j~t """l 
and/or «TOP Kesideni «epres.ntative.    UHD0/TKFC0 is  responsib e 

administration of the co-act,   in collaborai -ith Teorica 

^o^Ton Division and the Substantive Office „ith  respect        t^ 

pr0Pxa,::,e and technics, aspects.     Process and ^-. .» ««•* 
indentation are controlled through periodic reporting,   and    he 

tlinal report i. revised in draft  for,, by the «» —' 
Section before it. «natation ar,d subven. „I,*.««, to the 

recipient .overrent.    On conclusion of each contract,   an 
report is Spared by the Substantive Office, Technics  Co-operation 

Division and TETCC, as a iSide   for  future selection. 

The tine-cycle for contract^ depend« in part  on the rapidity 

„ith which the recipient eovern:,ent dears invitee  iists.    Under 

favourable conditions,  initiation of „or* by contractor's personne 

IL be ach.evod in f»r to si,    onths fr» receipt   of   «,»    »citation 

„ TEPCO.    I» the ,^eat .aoority of cases, work 1. completed   n 

schedule and the results have *«. iterai satisfaction t, all 

parties concerned. 

J.    »MSTRaTIO« OF -m.^UËD^^•LSS°gî^S^g 

„orld_^ lists covering vendors/suppliers of equipment and 

consults orations are stained in «lO/TBPCC,     These records 

:Z as the priory basis  for the selection of bidders  for e^eht 

and invitees for contractual  proposais.    Interested vendors and 

TonsuXtin, orations .e,*inB ^stration «ith UNIS0 are revested 

to address their enquiries to: 

Chief,   Technical Equipment P•c«£;££* 

P.O. Box 707 
1-1011  Vienna, Austria 
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UNIDO/TEPCO provides the necessary registration  forms and all 

relevant information and instructions. 

4.    OPERATIONS 

4.1    Equipment Purchases 

Equipment purchased by TEPCO comprises principally machinery and 

industrial laboratory equipment,  plus vehicles, audio-visual equipment, 

spare parts,   etc. 

The volume of purchasing activities commencing in May 1968 has 

increased steadily as shown in the  following table: 

Year 

1968 

1969 

1970 

Tabi 

Equipment 

e I 

Purchao' 58 

Number 
Purchase 

• of 
Orders 

76 

382 

548 

Value of Purchase Orders 
m USJ 

62,000 

482,000 

1,139,000 

Orders  for supplies of equipment have been placed with vendors 

in more than twenty-eight countries. 

4.2    Contracts  for Services 

Contracting ìB being e.-iipi^yed tc p. steadily increasing degre-- to 

speed project implementation - as s   ¡atter of policy in bt>th UNIÎX: and 

by UNDP - to tap all available sources of expertise and as one ct  th« 

means to increase the capacity of the U.N,  system.    ï'he growth rate 

for use of contracting in UKIDO-executed projects in illustrated by 

the following table: 
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M1- v 
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? 

Ï* 

111 

Valu« of Contracts 

41,000 

1,516,000 

2,610,000 

As an ranpl«. «• pw^»  impl«>*"ted by contracting in 1970 

included ih. provisi«, of «» field .«prt. involving 192 man/months 

of field .«vie...    t*«t -«-ice. in th. field ar. al.o being 

provided for pronte financed by Special *«nd and Voluntary 

Contributions. 

CmmXU*% service, ar. available in th. developed and developing 

countri...  and in botb tb. socialist and industrialized n,arket economies. 

UNIDO contract a*ard. have been mad. to organLations in more than 

twenty-four countries since commencement of operations in 1969. 
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UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL   DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

June   1969 

GUIDELINES FOR THE PREPARATION^ OF JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

P^^SE^ATO^D^RTAJJCE^OF JQB^DESCRIPTip^S 

1. The successful and orderly execution of technical assistance programmes 

depends to a great  degree on the timely delivery of well chosen experts.    Continued 

growth of programmes  and ever increasing diversification of projects has made the 

search for experts   a complex and difficult   task, 

2. Evor since  the  inception of United Nations technical assistance tv 

developing countries,   job descriptions containing pertinent information concerning 

the objectives of the project and the expertise needed for its  implementation have 

teen used as the main instrument in the recruitment of experts.     It is the job 

description that explains to the outside  world what is the job that needs doing, and 

why, where, when,   for how long and by which kind of person it should be performed. 

The job description  is used to define a project, to attract qualified candidates, to 

assess their suitability and to evaluate  their performance.    A clear, accurate and 

informative job description can greatly facilitate the prompt  and effective accomplish- 

ment of these tasks.     Past experience,   on  the other hand, has amply demonstrated 

that unclarity,  inaccuracy or inadequacy  of the information provided can result in 

considerable delay  in project implementation or misjudged selection of candidates. 

The job description therefore exercises  a powerful (even decisivo) influence on the 

success or failure of projects. 

I DRAFTING OF JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

3. Job descriptions should be drafted in a clear, preciso and comprehensive 

fashion in the UN working language which  is  indicated in the job description as 

essential for the  execution of the project.    For bilingual posts,   job descriptions 

should bo drafted in either language, not  in both. 

id.69-3279 
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Standard Form of Job Description 

.. 4. Tho attached job descriptions which hrvo boon selected as models contain 

all elements essential for th. standardized drafting of a job description.     The 

followxn, Sidelines arc arrayed in the order in which the heading arc liatod on 

the basic lorn. 

Heading of Job Description 

5. Since the job description reflects the official governmental request for 

an export,  the full official title of the country should be indicted in the heading - 
e.g. Jordan should be shown as tho Hashemito Kingdom of Jordan. 

6. Requests for an associate expert should be spelled out in the heading of 
the job description:    "Request fron the Govornnont of f•. ,„ « •   *    „ ul(' OI    for an Associato Expert". 

Post Titlo 

7. The post title should bo chosen alter the formulation of Duties.     It should 

indicato the spocific function to bo performed rather than the general area of 
work - o.g.  .:3xport in ToxtUo pibrc8 Ho8oapchII or !iExpcrt in stainiQsB stGoi 

Hollar- - not "Industrial a^»,,,  ,Chmical ^ginQeri,,  „^^ ^^^  ^ 

8. The post titlo of the Project Kanter of a Special Fund Project should 

reflect both his position as the manager and the field of activity of the project - 
o.g.  "Project Manager (Small-Sealc  Industries)-'. 

9. The words -advisor" or .'consultant- should be used whenever an assignment 
IF of an advisory or consultativo nature. 

10. In caso oí Ora posts, uso the off low administrativo titU „nich the 

-port »nW onw sorvins a» a oivil sorvant or on.pioyoo of tho rooipiont country - 
o.£.    Group ücecutive - Pood Industries". 

11. Wh« the official administrative title of a* OPEX post does not reflect tho 

cquxrod duties and qualifications,  it would be advisable to add, in brackets,  a 

.upplementary post title defined according to the preceding paragraphs. 
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12. Specify clearly the lavai of expertise whenever a senior or junior expert 

is needed;    the words »adviser» or "expert" used without a quolifyinc adjective 

indicate an average level of expertise which could reasonably be expoctod of an 

export for the execution of the project.    Avoid any discrepancy between a level of 

expertise indicated in the post title and the requirements listed under Qualification«. 

13. Remember that an associato expert by definition can only be a junior or 
assistant oxpert. 

Duration 

14. The duration of an assignment must be realistically determined according 

to the task to be accomplished.    Stata for how long the expert's services are 

required.    Indicate whether there is any likelihood of an extension or follow-up 

return visit.    Sometimes there are options that could greatly facilitate the recruit- 

ment of experts - e.g. a possibility of two or more short-term round-trips instead 

of one assignment of longer duration.    Certain typos of mission do not necessarily 

require the continued presence of an expert in the country of assignment;    time- 

consuming laboratory work and tho writing of reports could bo done at home.   In such 

cases, an obvious alternative to a loiter assignment would be a mission of shorter 
duration with one or more follow-up visits. 

15. Job descriptions for projects that clearly could not bo executed within 

tho initial period of one or two years indicatod in the job description (e.g. for a 

Special Fund Project) should always stress the possibility o. extension of the 

assignment.    As a rule, posts having a total duration of several years have to be 

shown in tho job description as being for »one year with possibility of extension up 

to — years".    For financial reasons it is important to try to avoid the issuance of 

job descriptions requiring the assignmont of oxperts for periods of more than six 
months but less that one year (c.£. nine months). 
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Sxpected Starting Date 
(Date Required) 

16. It is essential to allow sufficient tioe for the search, evaluation and 

appointment of experts.    The normal minimum period for the accomplishment of these 

tasks is two months.    Some additional period of time (e.g. one month) is usually 

necessary to enable experts to settle their porsonal matters.   Consequently,  it 

would be sensible to say that the expert is wanted :'as soon as possible after ..... 

(date)  ..... but before (date)  :'.    Alternatively; the formula 

"between .....  (date)  .....  and ..... (date) " may be used.    Tha latest accept- 

able starting date should be determined by programming needs and the requirements 

of the job that the expert had to do. 

17. Remember that unrealistic (too early) proposed starting dates  of assign- 

ments causo great difficulties in recruitment, programme management and project 

implementation and are often self-defeating.   Great care should therefore be taken 

to avoid requests for urgent appointment of experts unless it is really  .justified. 

Duty Station 

18. State main duty station,  indicating whether frequent or occasional travel 

away from tho duty station is envisaged.    If, as often happens, the duty station is 

a town which is not internationally known, indicato the province or the geographical 

location within the country.    If dual assignment for simultaneous implementation of 

identical projects in two or more countries is envisaged it should be clearly stated 

under Duty Station and fully explained in Background Information. 

Purpose of Project 

19. Give a succinct statement, in one paragraph,  of tho project's objectives. 

Thin should present, near the beginning of the job description, the professional 

challenge and interest of the problem in the developing country whioh requires 

solution or assistance.    The statement should be interesting and must make sense» 

Factual details, historical background, etc., should be given under Background 

Information. 

Note ;    the fcrcgoing is a new element designed to improve UNIDO 
job descriptions. 
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Duties 

20. The scope of tho dutios to be performed muet bo realistically tailored to 

the capacity of one man and the duration cf tho assignment. 

21. Indicate tha Ministry, Institution or Organization—'   to which tho expert 

will bo assigned or expected to work with and state clearly the nature of the assign- 

ment and the functions the oxperii will be required to perform covering, where 

relevant, tho following aspects: 

(a) Nature of assignment: 

Is the expert expected primarily to advise and/or aBsist and participate 

in performing certain duties or to undertake or diroct certain operations? 

A concise general statement of tho dutios required should be provided 

at this point. 

(b) Nature of advice: 

Is tho expert  expected to advise on policy questions, practical managerial, 

administrative,  operational or production problems,  or design and 

scientific research questions, etc.? 

(o)   Nature of operations: 

A statement of the specific duties required should be given.    Is the 

expert expected to take part in a governmental administration or factory 

management or in technical manufacturing operation^? 

(d) Level of advic« or operations; 

At which level of the recipient ¿ovornmont • e administrativa machinery 

or business administration is the expert expected to operato? 

(e) Do the advisory or operational dutios relato te genera! or specific 

aspects or problems?    If the former, state all salient points to which 

the expert has to pay special attention.    If the latter, enumerate all 

main specific problems axiC duties.    In both cases, state in order of 

priority. 

l/     Beware of unoxplainoù abbroviationcj 
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(f) Is tho tr-.inin¿   of local personnel required arid, if so,  at what level? 

Is training of national associates (counterparts) required? 

(g) Are any lectures or demonstrations an essential part of the project? 

If so,  state whj.L   is tho level  o"  the audience or participants  likely 
to be involved. 

(h)   Name any technological procès« or type of equipment with which acquaintance 

is considered to  be essential for the execution of the project. 

22. If the assignment concerns an associate expert,  state the post title, name 

and nationality of the expert whom the associate expert is to assist.    Bear in mind 

that he is a young professional with only a few years of practical experience at 
best and that his duties should be planned accordingly. 

Qualification 

23. State the specific skills essential for the execution of the project.    Tn 

so doing, it ie most  important to avoid demanding a combination of skills or variety 

of experience which is unlikely to t,e encountered in the case of any individual 
export. 

24. Ar, regards academic requirements,   tn? formula "University Degree or 

equivalent expérience1 should b¿ used rather then tho restrictive requirement of a 

University De^e alore,   unless tin.-,  is deened essential.    Avoid ambiguous definitions 

such as ^appropriât:  academic background".     If two disciplines are considered as 
equally suitable qualifications; name them. 

25. State the professional field or  field::  m which the export should have 

practical experience.    Wien  specifying the  degree or length of experience which is 

deemed desirable,  the recruitment BO urce should be fjiven as much latitude as possible. 

Avoid such formulations as -'10 years (or 15 years) experience essential".    They are 

unnecessarily restrictive and might exclude valuable candidates.    Use general tern* 

euch as !,oxtensive:,
f   "considerable'1,  or "some" experience. 

26. When specific technological processes or oquipment are listed under Duties 

as essential for project  implementation,  full acquaintance of the expert with the 

process or equipment should be made essential as a qualification. 
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ie related to  tho academic training air'  practical experience required, and the 

primary consideration iz  tho indi vidi'.al   professional  and technical  qualifications- 

for the post.    The nature of seme assignments may inoose a limitatior of maximum ago. 

In such caeac  it should be phraoed as  a warning in  _:eno7-%1  temo witho-it mentioning 

an exact  age limit, 

28. Personal qualities arc assessed and evaluated only by professional inter- 

viewers or on the grounds of references Civen by portons who are directly acquainted 

with the candidati, 

29. Avoid any stattirent that a candidate must have experience in a developing 

country. Svoh experience may be prof erred but it cannot be essential, recruitment 

is difficult enough without adding this kind of limitation. 

30. Any statement  índícatitift specifically  or  by  implication  that sélection 

should be mrd-ï on the grounds of a par^icuLir nationality,   race,,  or sympa c;i¿- with 

certain cult-ares or traditions suould normally bo avoided.     Howev<?;\   an oxoe-nion 

may be a preference for a particular country or area of origin because of co:mnon 

experience  and the employment of similar techniques or equipment. 

31. Membership in world-wide professional associations nhould not oe made an 

essential qualification but may be given as- an example of qualifications noedbd. 

Languages 

32. Tho language requirements have to be considère-; fror; three angles:    the 

professional work of the expert  in his assignment;    the fact  that ho is representing 

UNIDO in the field;    and the necessity of communication wUh UNIDO headquarters (on 

both substantive and administrative questions)  including the writing of hia final 

report. 

33. State in which cne of tho -.-orkii-.g languages of the United Nations the expert 

will be required to work.    Stato other languages that would be an asset.    State 

clearly whenever there is a need of a bilingual expert. 

34. Knowledge of languages other than tho working languages of the UN should 

not be made an essential renuvrement and should onl¿' rarely be indicated as a 

preferenoe - i.e. when tnero is a strong justification. 
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35t In such cases, the following tjrpe of formula is acceptable:   "Language: 

English;    knowledge of (o.g.  Portugese, Arabic) an advantage". 

36. It should bo noted that unrealistic language requirements often render the 

search for experts unproductive.    Language requirements should therefore be formulated 

to correspond to the real needs of a project (e.g. a factory foreman should not be 

expected to have the same laastery of a language as an adviser in industrial planning; 

and the latter doos not necessarily have to possess the same linguistio proficienoy 

aß a lecturer). 

Background Information 

37* Remember that job descriptions are basically tools to assist in the search 

for experts;    they are not intended as detailed terms of reference of the expert. 

Within these limits provide: 

(a) A brief description of factors that led to the request for 

assistance; 

(b) Relevant information which might facilitato cloer understanding 

of the nature and scope of the work that the expert will be 

required to perform and which could have an influence on tho 

selection of tho expert, but do not add any duties ovar and 

above those already listed in the section on Duties. nor duplicate 

that section; 

(c) Answers to the following questions where appropriate* 

(i)    Vihat, in brief, is the organization or composition of the 

unit the expert is to help or work with?   (Beware of 

unexplained abbreviations). 

(ii)    To which officer will the export report (title only), if 

this question has not already been answered under Duties? 

(iii)    Who will be the export's immediate counterpart (title only)? 

(iv)    What has already been done to solve the particular ptablem(s 

and with what results?   Has there been any form of outside 

assistance, particularly UNIDO or UN assistance;    any 

currently being given in the same or inter-related fields? 

If so, give particulars. 
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If the assignment is a continuation of work done previously 

•by another expert (UNIDO or otherwise), doscribe briefly the 

scope of the previous incumbent's mission and the work 

accomplished by him. 

(v)   What technioal facilities related to the expert's work are 

available locally (equipment, documentation, research 

institutes, trained personnel, etc.)7 

(d)   Â listing of poet titles of all members of the team whenever the 

project oalls for more than one expert, and a listing of 

subcontractors when they participate in the exeoution of the project« 

SOME COMMON DEFECTS OP JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

38. The following are the most common defects encountered in the preparation 

of job descriptions: 

(a) Unrealistic demands as to qualifications of candidates and the scope 

of work to be performod;    such demands are particularly harmful. 

They result in protracted searches for experts and often In changes 

of projects with the loss of much time and effort.   Thjy often bread 

recipient government's disappointment with subsequent project 

execution; 

(b) Inadequate information about the nature of work, or ambiguity of 

job description; 

(c) Unrealistic (too early) starting date of assignaient; 

(d) Unrealistic (too short) duration of assignment; 

(e) Restrictive requirements re carding candidate's previous experience» 

(f) Verbosity and bad drifting. 

M 
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39. In considering notan of the recurrent defects of job descriptions,  it may 

be recalled that no job description exists by itself;    it reflects a government's 

requeßt.    That request,   m turn,  is an attempt to define the government's need for 

outside aasietance in the implementation of a national project.    There are,  in fact, 

three preliminary stages:    first, a national project,  its concept and design; 

second,  the government's ideas concerning tho scope and nature of foreign expert 

help needed to carry it out successfully;    third,   the formulation and expression of 

those ideas in the ßhape of an official request.    It follows from this that the pre- 

requisites of a good job description are a project which is sound and viable;    a 

plan for UNIDO assistance which is servible and realistic;    and an explanation of 

both that is clear, complote and convincing.    If any of these elements is unsatis- 

factory,  it  is,  regrattably,   impossible to propare  a good job description.    It was 

for ibxr. reason that UNDP iasucc1 in îiarch I968 a similar aet cf guidelines for the 

preparation of job doscriptioi 3 to ali FetrLJent UepresortaUvos and  ^t1 ..er 

Tield Officers of the United Nations Development Progranane.    It  is hoped that the 

present guidelines intended for -he staff of UNIDO will  aleo play their part in 

improving che supply of well selected experts for the implementation of well 
designed projects. 
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UNITED      NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS  INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNIDO 

27 Maroh I969 

Request from the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand 
for Special Industrial Services 

POST TITLiC 

DURATION 

DATE REQUIRED 

JOB DESCRIPTION 
(No,  of Post) 

Textile technologist (bast fibres) 

Pive months 

As soon as possible 

DUTY STATION Bangkok, with travel to other jute and kenaf produoing and 
processing countries. 

PURPOSE OP PROJECT The Government in interested in supplementary research on 
the particular end-uses of kenaf,   the possibilities of 
substituting kenaf for jute in the spinning process,  and 
the supply factors operating on the world market.    The 
Technological Research Institute,  which is a UNIDO Special 
Finid Project,  hac bean carrying out reeearch into many 
aspects of the Thai kenaf growing, and processing industries, 
The present stuoy wculd build on and complement the basic 
studies made by the Insituto. 

DUTIES The expert uill be one of a team of three experts, the 
others being a Marketing Specialist and a Commodities 
Economist ^the latter is to be recruited through the 
Pood and Agricultural Organisation).    He will be expected 
to examine the juto and kenaf processing industry in 
Thailand and other countries with a view to developing 
new outlets for this .-aw material.    He will further 
examine, from the technological point of view,  the impact 
of the increasing utilization of synthetic fibres as substi- 
tutes for jute and kenaf, and suggest measures to be taken to 
adapt the konaf processine industry to the new situation. 
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QUALIFICATIONS Textile technologist with extensive experience in the 
processing of bast fibres,  especially jute and kenaf. 

LANGUAGE English 

BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION 

Kenaf or "Thai jute",  a hibiscus fibre,  is a major agricultural 
product of Thailand and after a rapid development over the 
past five years it is now an important revenue earner, being 
the third most important export commodity.    Thailand at present 
contributes more than 15 per cent of the combined volume of 
jute and kenaf fibres entering the world trade, the only 
other substantial exporters being India and Pakistan 
(exporting mainly jute). 

Over the past few years spinning and weaving mills using 
mainly kenaf (with small quantities of jute) have been 
set up in Thailand to produce gunny sacks, and the country 
is now self-sufficient in this commodity.    Proposals have 
been made to increase this capacity and export gunny sacks, 
wool packs, hessian and other kenuf-based commodities. 

the long-term prospects Certain factors may adversely affeci 
for such products,  including: 

The world trend to bulk-handling of commodities 
such as grain, sugar etc., traditionally packed 
in jute sacks. 

The impact of synthetic fibres,  especially poly- 
propylene,  on the end-uses ox jute and kenaf. 

The Commodities Division of PAO and the PAO Study Group 
on Jute,  Kenaf and Allied Fibres (with its Consultative 
Sub-Committee) have made extensive general studies in 
this field. 
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UNITED      NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNIDO 

4 March 1969 

Request from the Government of the Argentine Republic 

for Special Industrial Service» 

POST TITLS 

DURATION 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

(No. of Post) 

Expert in instrumental analytical chemistry 

Pour months 

DATS REQUIRED As soon as possible 

DUTY STATION Buenos Aires 

PURPOSE OP PROJECT The work of the oxpert is likely to have permanent application 
and to produce continuous improvements in the active life 
of the National Instituto of Industrial mochrology (INTI), 
an organization empowered by law to carry out technological 
research and channel technical assistance through national 
institutions in the country.    The use of computers and of 
modern analytical techniques is an irwrtant stage in the 
process of the transfer of technology which has been 
entrusted to INTJ. 

DOTES The expert will be assigned to and advise the Central 
Laboratories of Chemistry of INTI on modern analytical tech- 
niques being used in chemistry and its application through 
the utilization of computers;    he will alBO ¿ivo lectures 
in Spanish in the field of modern instrumental analytical 
chemistry, for the chemists and technicians at the 
Central Laboratories of INTI. 
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QUALIFICATIONS diversity degree in Analytical Chemistry, with substantial 
experience in modern instrumental analytical techniques and 
knowledge in computer programming. 

LANGUAGE Spanish 

BACKGROUND 
IKPORMATION 

The Chemistry Laboratory of INTI has sections equipped with 
modern instruments for analysis, such as gas chromatographs, 
Shandon electro-chromatographs, spectrum-photometers for the 
infra-red, visible and ultra-violet, a Jarrel-Ash emission 
spectrograph, Philips equipment for diffraction and fluor- 
escence of X-rays, a Hethrom poteirtiograph and a Methrom 
polarograph.    Its main activities are the analysis of metals, 
minerale and hydraulic agglomérants, verification of the 
qualities of chemical products, oil-by-products, fats and 
oils, soap, food products, paints and varnishes, and the 
détermination of physical and chemical characteristics. 
The Natural Products Section investigates the possible 
industrialisation of indigenous raw materials, such as 
local woods and seeds and by-products of the food industry. 
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UNITED      NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

UNIDO 

Date 

Request from the Government of  ,„,„  

JOB DESCRIPTION 
(No.  -»f Post) 

POST TITLE Expert in industrial project evaluation 

DURATION One year, with possibility of extension 

DATE REQUIRED As soon as possible after  (date)  

DUTY STATION  f  „ith travel as required 

PURPOSE OP PROJECT    The evaluation of specific public and private industrial projects 
for the purpose of selecting those projects to be incorporated 
into the National Industrial Development Programme, to be approved 
and licensed by the Government for private investment, to be 
accepted for investment  loans by the Industrial Development Bank 
and to be considered for special tariff and tax protection when 
necessary* 

RESPONSIBLE TO The expert will be responsible to the Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry of Oil, Electricity and Execution of Industrial Projects, 
In his day-to-day duties he will be responsible to the Under-Secretary 
of the Ministry.    He will be expected to work closely with members 
of the Industrial Project Section and members of the Project Loan 
Department of the Industrial Development Bank. 

4 
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FUNCTIONS AND In co-operation with other government bodies concerned with 
SCOt33 OF WORK industrial development,  the expert  is expected to: 

1. Identify all the major objectives of the Government,  as 
expressed in its national strategy  for industrial development, 
and relate those objectives an quantitative parameters for 
use in the context of evaluation of national economic 
profitability of individual projects. 

2. Study the existing industrial feasibility reports and con- 
crete industrial project proposals,  as well as new incoming 
proposals submitted to the Government in order to advise 
the Government on their expected effect on the industrial 
development of the country as a whole. 

3»      Advise the Government on any further studies or investiga- 
tions that need to be undertaken by the substantive unit or 
consultant in charge of preparing the feasibility study of 
the project under evaluation,  with respect to the necessity 
for providing additional information or data required for a 
more comprehensive accurate appraisal of the project.    (Such 
additions might  include additional sub-sector studies, 
additional market research, needs for laboratory tests, the 
addition of new elements into the costs or benefits of the 
project, additional breakdown of component parts of inputs 
and outputs,  etc.). 

4.      Sot up a system for co-ordinating interrelated projects and 
especially co-ordinating plans for new projects with already 
existing similar and related industrial enterprises. 

5»      Evaluate all projects in terms of their commercial profita- 
bility (using discounted cash flow techniques evaluate for 
present value,  rate of return and return to equity capital). 
In addition, usinç the above techniques and quantitative 
parameters to reflect national goals, evaluate the national 
economic profitability of the projects. 

6. On the basis of the above national profitability evaluations 
assign priorities to each project within the framework of 
the existing plans for industrial development. 

7. Help to organize a unit for carrying out project evaluation 
and train local counterpart staff in the above-mentioned 
duties. 

8. Recommend further concrete steps to be taken by the various 
organizations for the implementation of these projects, 
including additional forms of necessary technical assistance 
from the United Nations or other sources. 
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EDUCATIONAL AND 
PROFESSIONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 

RELEVANT PRACTICAL 
EXPERIENCE 

OTHER USEFUL 
EXPERIENCE 

LANGUAGE 

BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION 

Advanced dcgrco  in economics or industrial 
economics 

Extensive practical experience in industrial planning and 
programming especially with respect to the formulation and 
evaluation of industrial projects in developing countrioB. 

Expcrionco in industrial investment financing would be a 
considerable asset. 

English essential 

The Govcrnmont has accumulated a considerable number of 
feasibility studies and concrete proposals for the establishment 
of industrial enterprises.     It is considered necessary to make 
an overall review of the existing studies together with an 
evaluation of now proposals  in order to chick on the benefits 
which the country may receive from the implementation of tho 
projects and to dotormine their appropriateness within the context 
of the overall plans for industrialization of tho country.    It 
will also bo necessary to advise on tho overall organizational 
arrangements between tho different bodies which may be involved 
in the evaluation, approval and implementation of those industrial 
projects. 
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UNITED     NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

anso 

Date 

Request from tho Government of 

POST TITUS 

JOB DttCRIPTION 
(Ho. of Post) 

Advisor on Industrial Polioios 

BURAÏIOI One yoar, with possibility of ortonsion 

DATS SBQjBlBB) As soon as possible after (dato) 

BUTT STATION with travel as required 

PURPOSE OF PROJECT Tho Governmont of  
ha« docidod to ostablish a task forco to review tho strategy 
and objootivoa of its industrial dovolopmont programme over the 
noxt fivo yoars and tho policies and moasuros required to 
implement it.    Tho export will act as chiof adviser to this 
task force* 

XBÏI TO Tho Pormanont Secretary, Ministry of Industry. 

However, in his day-to-day duties, the export will report to tho 
loader of tho teak forco (an Undor-Secrctary in tho Ministry), 
and ho will bo expacted to work closely with other members of 
the task forco drawn from tho staff of the Ministry and other 
Government dopartments such as tho Planning Organization* 
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FUNCTIONS AND The export will act as Consultant and Adviser in formulating the 
SCOIï: OP WORK programmo of work for the task force and is expected to assist 

in the implementation. 

The scope of work of the task force is expected to includo the 
following: 

1. Review the targets established for industrial development 
over the last ten years and the extent to which they have 
been realized, paying particular attention to the targets I 
established for the output of major industrial sectors. ! 

I 
2. Identify the obstados and disincentives which may have        i 

hindered the rate of growth in recent years. I 

3»  Examine the structure of industry which has emerged and the 
extont to which this has been influenced by past policies 
and measures. 

4*  Examine past experience and proposed sources of financing 
for new industrial investment and the policies, measures 
and institutions used to mobilize finance for the industrial    j 
sector. j 

I 
5. Examine existing and planned policiea for regional co-operation    j 

in the field of industrial dovelopmont. ; 

6. In the light of the above review,  and taking into account 
physical targets established by the Planning Organization, 
recommend modified industrial policies and measures in such 
fields as:    policy on financing;    tariffs and other forms 
of-protection;     incentive policies and measures;    measures 
to facilitate foreign investment,   etc. 

7. Recommend policies to bo followed for the further develop- 
ment of manufacturing industries  in the public sector» 

8. Review the existing machinery used to imploment industrial 
policies and measures and recommend modifications needed 
to accomodate policy changes suggested for the next 
five years. 

EDUCATIONAL AND Advanoed University degree in economica 
PROFESSIONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 

RELEVANT PRACTICAL   Practical experience in the formulation of economic policies, 
EXPERIENCE preferably industrial policies at the government level. 
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OTHER USEFUL 
EXPERIENCE 

It would be useful if the candidate also had experience of 
working in industry at the enterprise level. 

LANGUAGES English essential and preferably Spanish in addition. The 
working language of the task force w.l,. be Spanish and the 
expert will bo expected to loarn this language during the 
assignment. 

BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION 

The Government of  has requested 
UNIDO assistance to review the broad outline of thair industria- 
lization stratogy and policies for tho next five years. Over 
the last ten years tho value added in the manufacturing sootor 
has grown by an average of 6 per cent per annum, and tho 
Government fools that this performance can be improved upon. 
Furthermore, visiting missions Heve stressed that the cost 
structure of many branches of local industry is too high. 

The Government is a signatory of the  Free 
Trade Area agreement, and has a number of bilateral agreements 
for co-operation regarding tho development of specific industries. 
Regional economic co-operation therefore forma an important 
elomont of the background against which now policies will be 
formulated. 
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COUNTRY PRCCRArSIirO 

In June 1970, following ite ôonsideration of the Study of the 

Capacity of the United "atiors Development Hvstem prepared by Gir Robert 

Jackson, the Governing Council of the United rations Development Programme 

approved a Consensus v.-hich, among other things, established' a new United 

Nations Development Co-operation Cycle. The first phase ii this cycle 

is the formulation of the U;\DP country programme. 

In January 1972, the UIÍDP Governing Council approved country pro- 

grammes for nineteen countries. By the end of its seventeenth session 

in January 1974f "the Covorning Council is expected to have approved country 

programmes for 111 countries, establishing the framework for U!!DP-financed 

assistance until the beginning of the next development cycle in 1977. 

The UÏÏDP country programme is intended to identify as specifically 

as possible the use of UNDP-financed assistance over a period of three 

to five years within the framework of the country's development priorities 

and objectives, as determined by the national development plan or by other 

means. The order of magnitude of the resources expected to be available 

from the UNDP during the programme period is given in the indicative planning 

figure established for each country by the UNDP Governing Council.-' 

The government of the recipient country prepares the UI'Di' country 

programme, based' on national development plans, priorities or objectives 

and on the indicative planning figure, and in close co-operation with the 

UKDP Resident Represeni ative and other representatives of the United 

Kations system as appropriate. The UÙ'IÛO ii.duotrial development field 

advisers should participate fully at every a'.age of the programming exer- 

cise. The tiainj» of the ?rojrar..r.c should, .;>.r*ver ¿i^iv.-r^te, cttr.cide 

with the period covered by the national development plan. 

Formulation of the country programme involves 

- a broad identification of the needs vhich anee out sf the 

country's objectives in particulir sectors, tuthm the fr.vaaworx 

y The lift of approved indicative planning 'inures for »973-1977 i v.  attached 

as Annex I. 
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of its overall development  objectives,  and which night 

appropriately he met by   ill'DP assictence; 

- as precise an indication as possible of the internal  inputs, 

U'TJP input:; and wherever possible other United nations  inputs 

to meet the^e needs;  and 

- a preliminary  list  of projects to be subsequently worked 

out for financing by UKDP to implement the country programme. 

In preparing the country programmef  the government  should take into 

account other external  inputs,  both multilateral  and bilateral.     In addi- 

tion,   efforts should be made at all  levels to co-ordinate all  sources 

of assistance in the United Nations  system to achieve an integrated approach 

at thvi country Inveì.    The assistance provided by UiiDP receives its coherence 

and balance from its relationship to the country's development  objectives 

and to other multilateral and bilateral assistance activities;   it need not 

in itself be balanced or evenly spread over al?   sectors. 

General description of the country programming exercise 

The U'.'DP country programming exercise must be adapted to the individual 

situation and programing needs of the country concerned.    Different develop- 

ment priorities and objectives, varying political  and administrative organisa- 

tion and other circumstances require different types of programming exercises. 

The t\vo key elements in any exercise,  houever,  are the country's development 

objectives and the indicated resources available for programming in the 

chosen period.    Dach resources would be the total  of the annual parts of 

the indicative planning figure for the years covered by the period less 

the costs of previously  incurred project commitments extending over that 

period. 

The immediate purpose of the country programming exercice   is to prepare 

a formal document to be submitted to the U"D? for eventual approval by the 

Governing Council.    Such document¿- hav« generally been prepared through a 

scries of consultations betv:een the  co-ordinating authority of the govern- 

ment and the U"PP Resident Representative and between both of them and 
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rcpreuentatives  of  the  sector.'il ministrie.-,   the partiel patir.?; orfani zitior.s 

of the  Ui! system ar:d,  v:hcre approm-iate,   other assistance  program-en. 

Officials from head-carters of the U1ÍDP and  other organizations of the 

U" system have,   in  certain caver,,  participated in discussions with  the 

governrnenx  co-ordinating'authority to agree  on a final draft.     Governments 

should  not hesitate to roquent  agency headquarters to send representatives 

whenever required to participate at any stage in the country programming 

discussions. 

Experience has shown the importance of making careful financial 

estimates for the projects listed in the country programme to avoid either 

exceeding the resources available for the period or failing to utilize 

such resources fully.    For this reason,  an important activity  in the 

country programming process is the detailed review of ongoing projects 

to ensure that  sufficient provisions for them are included in the country 

programme,    Under-costing could result in an undesired reduction of project 

activities.    Experts assigned to the projects and executing agency head- 

quarters should be consulted in the preparation of appropriate financial 

allocations for the programme period.    It  is equally important to make 

realistic budget estimates for the new projects included in the country 

programme.    Ideally,  this would be done thrcigh preparation of individual 

project documents during the programming exercise.    This,  however,   is not 

always feasible or practicable especially  since projects included  in the 

programme may not be scheduled to begin before several years have passed. 

Therefore,  the advice of agency representatives should be sought concerning 

the most appropriate costing and scheduling of projects before the final 

country programme document is prepared. 

Aß an initial  step in the country programming exercise,   the Resident 

Representative '"'•epares a background paper,   incorporating the considered 

and co-ordinated views of the organizations of the United nations system 

on the country's sectoral and intor-sectoral problems and possibilities 

for development as expressed in agency country briefs.    The background 

paper includes an evaluation of present assistance and suggestions for 

future activities.    On the basis of the background paper,  the organizations 

of the United Hâtions system offer further suggestions for assistance, 
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supplementing thooc made previously in their country briefs.    These 

suggestions are intended for consideration by appropriate government 

officials before the country programme document itself is prepared. 

The country programming exercise itself requires about eighteen 

months.    The final  country programme document must be submitted to UNDP 

Headquarters about three months before the UIID? Governing Council session 

at vhich it will be considered (1  October for January sessions and 1 I'arch 

for June sessions).    This means that the draft country programme should 

be submitted three months earlier to permit review by UN agencies and 

UNDP and possible revision by governments.    The background paper should 

be prepared and circulated five months before the circulation of the draft 

country programme,  to permit appropriate consultations among agencies, 

UNDP and governments during the preparation of the country programme itself. 

Agency country briefs should be submitted tc the Resident Representative 

about two months before the background paper io circulated.    Preparation 

of agency country briefs and of the background paper usually begins about 

two months before the submission of agency country briefs.    The table 

belo;,* shows the general schedule of the country programming exercise 

activities: 

September January 

15 December 15 April 

1 February 1 June 

1 March 1 July 

1 July 1 December 

20 August 1 February 

1 October 1 March 

January June 

Country programming exercise begins 

Agency country briefs received by 

Resident Representative 

Resident Representative background 

paper circulated 

Agency comments received by Resident 

Representative 

Draft country programme circulated 

Agency and Ui»LP comments received by 

Resident Representative 

Final country programme document submitted 

UNDP Governing Council approval 

Once approved by the 'JIIDP Governing Council, country programmes are 

reviewed periodically, at intervals of about one year.    The nature of the 
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review depends upon "the circumstances in each com,try and should he agreed 

upon in advance by the   ~overr.r;e::t  ani the U::D? v.'iih the advice  of  the United 

Nations system organizations concerned.    In the final year of the approved 

country protrarrne period,   or whenever the government wishes to re-submit 

a revised programme for approval,   the review will be replaced by a new 

programming exercise. 

The purposes of the overall periodic reviews are 

(a) to examine the progress of the country programme as a whole; 

(b) to consider in a systematic and comprehensive way any changes 

in the light of 

- estimated resources available for the remainder of the 

programme period; 

- implementation of the programme to date; 

- changes in the country's development priorities,  objectives 

and circumstances; 

(c) to enable the government to prepare any amendment requiring 

Coverning Council approval; 

(d) to enable the UIJDP to prepare a report to the Governing Council 

as necessary;  and 

(e) to review the country's participation in UNDP-financed inter- 

country projects. 

The principal inputs required for the review are 

(a) data on cumulative commitments against the IPF; 

(b) expenditure accounts for the period preceding the review; 

(c) revised estimates of resources available; 

(d) results cf cy ~tcr.it i c r.onltcrir./j ar.d evaluation of the projects 

in the programme and of the programme as a whole;  and 

(e) results of similar monitoring of relevant intercountry projects. 

The review does not automatically call for a re-evaluation of ongoing 

projects.     »Tien a project has already been evaluated to a satisfactory 

extent during the preceding year in the normal course of events, the assess- 

ment need only be verified or up-dated for the purpose of the programme 
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review.    However,  on¿joine projects whose relevance,   efficiency and actual 

or potential effectiveness have not already beer, satisfactorily established 

or confirmed must be evaluated in time for the programme review. 

k 
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27 June 1972 

INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES FOR THE PERIOD 1973-1977 3Y REGION 

(as listed in document DP/L.237 of 9.5.72 and DP/GC/xiv/CPR.5/Corr.l) 

Country IPF in 
IBS Millions 

Country IPF in 
US$ Milllona 

AFRICA 

Algeria 
Arab Republic of Egypt 
Botswana 
Burundi 
Caaeroon 
Central African Republic 
Chad 
Congo, People's Republic of 
Behoaey 
Bquatorial Guinea 
Ethiopia 
Gabon 
Gambia 
Ghana 
Guinea 
Ivory Coast 
Kenya 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Libya 

2C 

27*5 
5.3 

10 
15 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
3.5 

20 
7.5 
2.5 

15 
15 
15 
15 
8.3 

5 

Madagascar 10 
Malawi 7.5 
Mall 10 
Mauritania 5 
Mauritius 5 
Morocco 20 
Niger 10 
Nigeria 30 
Rwanda 10 
Senegal 10 
Sierra Leone 7.5 
Somalin 15 
Sudan 20 
Swaziland 5.7 
Togo 10 
Tunisia 15 
Uganda 10 
United Republic of Tanzania 15 
Upper Volta 10.7 
Zaire, Republic of 20 
Zambia 15 

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

Argentina 
Barbados 
Bolivia 
Brasil 
British Honduras 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rioa 
Cuba 
Doainioan Republic 
Ecuador 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 

20 
2.5 

15 
30 

1 
20 
20 
5 

10 
7.5 

15 
5 
7.5 

Guyana 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Jamaica 
Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Surinam 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

5 
6 
5 
7.5 

20 
5 
7.5 
7.5 

15 
2.5 
5 

10 
10 
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Country IPF in 
USI Millions 

Country IPF in 
USg Millions 

ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

Afghanistan 20 Malaysia 15 
Bangladesh 10.5 Maldives 1 
Bhutan 2.5 ' Mongolia 10 
Burma 15 Nepal 15 
Ceylon 15 Pakistan 13.5 
Fiji 5 Papua and New Guinea 5 
Gilbert and Ellice Islands .5 Philippines 20 
Hong Kong • 5 Singapore 7.5 
India 50 Solomon Islands 1 
Indonesia 35 Thailand 15 
Iran 20 Tonga 1 
Khmer Republic 10 Vietnam, Republic of 10 
Korea, Republic of 15 Western Samoa 5 
Laos 5 

EUROPE, MEDITERRANEAN AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Albania 1 Lebanon 10 
Bahrain 2.5 Malta 2.5 
Bulgaria 7.5 Poland 7.5 
Cyprus 5 Qatar 1.5 
Czechoslovakia 2.5 Romania 7.5 
Greece 7.5 Saudi Arabia 10 
Hungary 7.5 Spain 5 
Iceland 1 Syrian Arab Republic 15 
Iraq 15 Turkey 20 
Israel 5 Yemen Arab Republic 15 
Jordan 15 Yemen,  People»s Democratic 
Kuwait 1 Republic of 10 

Yugoslavia 7.5 




